GRAVYT

OF SHARE
ALLOCATIONS
t may not be in the same mould as the luxury E

& 0 train for the rich and famous. Nonetheless, the
Gravy Train of Special Share Allocations offers an
express ride to instant wealth for a privileged few.
And lo and behold! Look who the passengers are why, they are none other than the Ministers and other
elites.
RAM examines the whole system, while covering his
nose to keep off the unbearable stench ...
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afidah Aziz, the Minister for International
Trade and Industry, is currently being investigated by the Anti-Corruption Agency
(ACA) for conflict of interest. This was
revealed to Parliament in December by the parliamentary
secretary in the Prime Minister's Department. Rafidah is
alleged to have chaired a meeting in which shares were
allocated to her son-in-law, lawyer Fazrin Anwar.
Rafidah has since stated that her son-in-law did not
receive any special treatmentasaresultofhisrelationship
,to her. The blunt minister went on to disclose that the
relatives of other prominent politician had also received
special bumiputra shares.

had (FACB), at about the same time he received the
Leader Universal shares. He would have made an immediate profit of RM1 million on his FACB allocation.
Other beneficiaries of the bumiputra issue of FACB
shares were Megat Fairouz (son of Megat Junid), Adnan
Shuaib (Megat's brother-in-law), Ainuddin Hamid (son
of Hamid Omar, the former head of the Malaysian
judiciary) and Faridah Abu Hassan (a leader in UMNO
Barn's women's division).
Various issues emerge from this disclosure. How
could Rafidah chair the committee meeting which allocated shares to her son-in-law, immediately increasing
his wealth by five million ringgit? Why were shares also
allocated to well-off relatives of other
leaders of the government? Who else
has been .given multi-million ringgit
Rafidah
bonuses through the special burniputra
scheme?

How could
chair the
committee meeting
which allocated
shares to her
son-in-law,
immediately
increasing his
wealth by five
million ringgit?

The others who benetited, according to Ralidah, included the son of the Prime Minister, the brother of the
Deputy Prime Minister and relatives of various other
Cabinet members like the Deputy Home Affairs Minister,
not to mention the son of the recently retired Lord President and also a senior leader of UMNO Barn's women's
wing.
Rafidah's son-in-law, Fazrin, was named in the allocation of special bumiputra shares of Leader Universal
Berhad. He received 1.5 million shares of the company
at RM6 each, when the shares were valued in the market
at that time at RM9.95. Today, the Leader Universal
shares are traded at RM13. At the time he was issued the
shares, Fazrin would have made an immediate profit of
RMS million. If he is still holding the shares, his protits
todate would be RM10.5 million.
Similarly, according to Rafidah, 1.5 million Leader
Universal shares each were issued to Dr Mahathir' s son,
Mirzan, to Marzuki Ibrahim, brother of Anwar Ibrahim,
and to Adnan Shuaib, brother-in-law ofMegatJunid.
In addition, Fazrin was also allocated 4.2 million
shares in another company, First Allied Corporation Ber-

SPECIAL BVMIPVTRA
ALLOCATIONS

Issue of shares to bumiputras was
a practice that began in the early seventies. A study at that time showed that
bumiputras had a much lower share of
national wealth compared to their percentage of the population.
The NEP scheme was designed to
give burniputras greater control of the
economy. Thirty per cent of all new
shares being listed on the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange had to be reserved
for bumiputras. These shares would be
allocated by either the Ministry of International Trade and Industry or the
Ministry of Finance. The rest of the
shares would be balloted for - even here, thirty per cent
of the successful applications in the balloting process has
to be burniputras.
The scheme has no doubt helped to increase
burniputra ownership of companies listed on the Stock
Exchange. Many lower-income bumiputras have
benefited indirectly from the scheme, through their investments in Amanah Saham Nasional and Amanah
Saham Burniputra. These investment trusts, managed by
Permodalan Nasional Berhad (PNB), have received some
of the shares allocated for burniputras.
It is now clear the special bumiputras scheme was not
·just for the benefitoflower-income burniputras. Well-off
bumiputras appear to have benetited more.
Kampong Mat would only be able to afford a few
hundred units of one ofPNB' s schemes. But businessman
Basri of KL would not only have many thousand units in
these schemes, but would also be directly getting for
himself shares from burniputra share allocations. While
Kamp<)ng Mat would make a few hundred ringgit indirectly from the scheme each year, businessman Basri
would make millions each time he successfully per-
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suaded the relevant Minister to pass a few million
bumiputra shares to him.

PERVERTED IMPLEMENTATION
If the whole scheme was introduced to help underprivileged bumiputras, why has it turned out that it
benefits the rich bumiputras more?
One reason, certainly, is that political patronage can
be built up this way. If a Minister decides certain shares
will go to a particular businessman who, as a result,
makes millions immediately, that businessman would
owe the Minister a favour. Such favours can be repaid,
for instance during elections, in the form of generous
donations for campaigning, or through cushy directorships offered when the Minister retires.
No doubt another reason for the perverted allocation
of bumiputra shares is that it makes your friends and
family wealthier. The relevant Ministers can thereby
enjoy a warm feeling from helping out a son or son~in-iaw
establish himself in materialistic Kuala Lumpur, where
one's worth is determined by the car one drives and the
designer label on one's shirt.
The system is open to gross abuse mainly because the
whole allocation process is closed to the public eye. The
shares allocated by Ratidah's ministry came to light only
because of a court case earlier in the year.
One of her ministry officials was charged with
siphoning off shares for himself under this scheme. The
accused brought to light how Ratidah had allocated
shares to her own son-in-law. This was picked up by the
Opposition who brought it up in Parliament.
Had it not been for an official illegally misappropriating the shares, the legal appropriation to the rich and
powerful would have continued to be a secret of those
who benefited from the scheme.

SAMY VELLU JOINED IN
Although the purpose of these allocations is primarily
to benefit bumiputras, some other shrewd politicians
have figured out how other communities can also benefit.
Samy Vellu, leader of the MIC, convinced the Ministry of Finance that the Indians should also be helped out
as their share of national wealth remains very small. He
received 10 million shares when Telekom was floated in
1990. One million went to Maika, the investment holding
company of the MIC, while nine million shares of
Telekom went to three obscure-companies. The only
known qualitication for these thr~ companies being
chosen to make a huge profit on Telekom shares is that
they were nominated by Samy Vellu.
In September 1993, the ACA reopened their investigation on Samy Vellu regarding these shares. The leader
of the MI C claims the profits on the Tetekom shares made
by the three companies were all channelled to the education arm of the party. Yet the former MIC public relation
committee chairman denies this, issuing press statements
and making police reports stating that under instruction
from Samy Vellu, he organised a cover-up. The account-

ant, auditor ande a clerk of MIC and Maika, it was
claimed, got together and rewrote the accounts to make
it seem as if the funds had gone to the education division,
when in fact they had been diverted elsewhere.
Fifteen months after these very serious allegations
were made by Samy Vellu' s former trusted aide, the ACA
has yet to make any final decisions on whether it will
proceed with charges against the Minister. Now the same
agency will consider whether there is a conflict of interest
on the part of Ratidaz Aziz.
To a layman, the presentsystemisripeall-thro·-311 ~'or
conflict of interest and gross abuse. Isn't there a conflict
of interest when a Minister sits on a committee to allocate
shares and one of those nominated is the son of the boss,
the Prime Minister?

CREDIBIUTY OF ACA
Can tht>.fmdings of the ACA be credible?
The ACAreports to the Prime Minister. The last thing
the PM wants as he takes his party to the polls, is for this
agency to come out with a wlws 's wlw list of those who
had received shares cheap and made instant millions as a
result of his ministers' decisions.
It would seem highly unlikely that bumiputra shares
have been allocated to influential relatives only in the
cases of Leader Universal and FACB. Dozens of companies have had special bumiputra issues over the last few
years. For any of these, it could be quite possible that
millions could have been made through getting the
relevant Minister to pass some shares to the right person.
Like many government departments, the ACA might
well come up with the conclusion which apparently ·its
boss wants. Ratidah may have to face court charges.
Her offence would not really be that of making her
son-in-law rich. That is really no worse than making the
son of the PM, her boss, rich. Her real offence would be
spilling the beans. Putting the Prime Minister and Deputy
Prime Minister in such embarrassing light just months
before the general election must certainly be unforgivable
within the party. For that, she may have to face the
consequences.

SYSTEM STINKS
What stinks in this affair is not so much what Rafidah
did for her relative. The stench comes from the whole
system.
Itis wrong that a scheme implemented with the noble
aim of helping the underprivileged ends up making the
rich richer. That this has happened with the knowledge
of top leaders puts to question the integrity of the whole
Cabinet.
It might have been excusable that shares were issued
to rich bumiputras without the government knowing how
wealthy these people already are. But when shares are
being given to a company director who is also the son of
the Prime Minister, or a trained lawyer who is the son-inlaw of the Minister in charge, the government clearly
knows they were issuing shares to people already inde-
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pendently well-off.
ALIRAN has always strongly argued that the underprivileged should be assisted. The NEP had the noble aim
of improving the position of under-privileged
bumiputras. But if the aim is to help those who are
economically disadvantaged, then the scheme should be
tailored to achieve just that There is no reason why rich
bumiputras should become richer from schemes meant to
help poor bumiputras.
There is also no reason why government schemes to
help the poor should focus mainly on just one community.
Poor Malaysians of whatever ethnic background should
be given assistance to improve their lives. Rich
Malaysians who exploit provisions designed to help the
poor to pay for their next BMW are, quite literally,
parasites.
The matter is very depressing. Not just because of
what has happened, but also given the prospects of putting things right.
The ACA reports to the Prime Minister. Its reports
will not be made public unless it chooses to do otherwise.
If there is any prosecution, it will have to be initiated by
the Attorney-General, who also reports to the Prime
Minister. Yet the Prime Minister's very son is one of
those who has received bumiputra shares. The account
the public gets may very well be the account the government wishes to give. But it is precisely the probity of
government leaders that is in question.

CONFliCT OF INTEREST
The conflict of interest arises not just with the relevant
Ministers, but more importantly with the agencies
entrusted to bring to book those who have committed
wrong-doing.
In 1988 the Prime Minister, it is claimed, forced the
removal of the Lord President through a farcical tribunal.
But if the executive itself has committed misdeeds, who
is going to remove it?
No independent body can initiate a public hearing on
the allocation ofbumiputra shares. If the matter is hushed
up, the public will not know the truth and will continue
to vote the status quo.
Licensing of the media is controlled by the government while some of the major media companies are
majority-owned by parties making up the government.
Thus the people will continue to be fed with stories of
ministers doing a splendid job opening up new schools
etc. and making wise comments about the progress of
Malaysia.
What about revealing the truth? This is determined by
the government
We still do not know the truth about Telekom shares
being allocated to the three companies nominated by
Samy Vellu. We await ACA's pronouncement on
whether there was conflict of interest in Rafidah making
her son-in-law richer.
We can't expect, under the present arrangement, ever
to know who else has been made richer, and by how

much, apart from those whose names Rafidah slipped.
These are some of the key issues that will be pressed
on government leaders in the coming general election.
Why are bumiputra share allocations made in
secrecy? What national interest is thereb~ served? Does
it just save leaders from the embarrassment of letting the
public know which relatives have been made richer?
W~ must the ACA and the Attorney-General repart to
the Prime Minister when it is his trusted aides who are
under investigation? Shouldn't these agencies be inde-

Why are bumiputra share
allocations made in secrecy?
What national interest is thereby
served? Does it just save leaders
from the embarrassment of
letting the public know which
relatives have been made richer?
pendent, reporting only to the Agong, given the number
of times it is being made to investigate Cabinet Ministers?
Legal proceedings to be instituted against the Sultans
can be initiated only with the approval of the AttorneyGeneral, a government servant. But when there are
proceedings against Ministers, should not these reports
go straight to the King and the decision to prosecute be
made independently, without consulting any political
leaders? Surely, this would come closer to striking a
balance in the powers of the Executive and the Rulers.

ANOTHER HUSH-UP?
The image of the government is sullied by Rafidah's
disclosures. If the government would like to come clean,
it has to disclose who have benetited from bumiputra
share allocations since the scheme was implemented.
It has to allow the ACA to submit its report directly
to the Attomey-Genent.l without tirst consulting the
Prime Minister. And it has to allow the Attorney-General
to decide whether to prosecute independently of consulting the Prime Minister.
If the AG decides not to.prosecute, then being a public
servant, he has to explain to the public why not.
He must make all the facts known to the public.
Another hush-up will Seriously damage the clean image
the government seeks to portray.
This is what is necessary but this is not what can be
expected - which is why the issue is so depressing. The
gravy train with thick servings of shares to the rich and
powerful will continue to run . •
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HEART TO HEART

Iraq in the Aftermath
The "Strangulation" by the UN embargo
takes its biggest toll on children
By Michael V Viola '59, M.D.
here is only one way to get to
Baghdad. The fourteen-hour
drive from Amman, Jordan. is
straight across the Syrian desert
Medicine For Peace teams first
made this trip in May 1991, immediately after the end of the Gulf War,
and we have been travelling this road
every few months since.
The romance of the desert is
muted by the harshness of the journey fa- the sick Iraqi children who
usually travell with us. On one of our
tri~ last winter, a team of five
physicians and nurses left Amman at
daybreak: with a caravan of trucks
carrying six tons of medicine and
two Iraqi children who had completed successful surgery in the
United States. A third child. twoyear~ld Rania, died en route. She
had traveled halfway around the
wocld fa- surgery that, pri<x' to the
Gulf War, would have been done
routinely by competent surgeons in
Baghdad. But the SUrgery she
needed can no longer be performed
in Iraq due to a lack ofanesthesia and
surgical supplies, the result of the
economic embargo placed by the
United Nations on Iraq. Thus, Rania
became another casualty of the war
and its aftermath.
Two hours' drive from Amman
and we were in the desert The desert
is not sand but hard brown dirt dotted
with scrub and black volcanic rocks.
Audi abo Tayi and T.E. Lawrence
led the Arab revolt across this stretch
of desert on their way to Aqaba, in
1917. The romantic figure of
Lawrence, in a white kaffiyeh, lead-

T

ing the Bedouin charge on Damascus, shaped the West's view of the
Middle East after the First World
War. The western press ignored the
Turks' response to the Arab revolt a
food embargo on greater Syria in
which three-hundred thousand
Arabs, mostly children, died of starvation. Seventy-five years later, it
was a different war, and again ~res
of Arab children starved.
We reached the Jordanian-Iraqi
border at AI-Qassidya at mid-day.
During the war and in the months
immediately following, a tent city of
hundreds of thousands of refugees
sprang up at this border area. The
refugees have all moved on now, and
the booJer was deserted except fathe guards and truckers. It was a
good spot to detennine how strictly
the UN embargo was being enfocced. We spent an hour counting
trucks and trying to get an idea of
what they were transp<xting. On that
day, very little food was coming into
Iraq (it had been that way foc about
a year). There were only full
gasoline trucks returning to Iraq.
Gasoline is cheaper than water, abread, in present-day Iraq. Abdulla,
an older bocder guard well known to
us, checked the trucks and our luggage to make sure we were not
bringing in weapons a- blackmarlcet contraband. Meeting Abdullah is always a strain, since he is very
emotional about the sick Iraqi
children we bring with us. He usually 1naks into fits of crying, berating
the us for killing so many Iraqi
children by continuing the embargo.

Yet he is always pleased when the
children return safely, and he expedited our border crossing.
The road from the border to

Baghdad is six hours of straight superhighway through the desert,
uninhabitable but for a few tribes of
desert Bedouins. Immediately after
the war, this road was difficult to
traverse due to the craters and
wrecked vehicles left by Coalition
bombing. Now the road has been
cleared, and all the craters and
bombed bridges repaired. The
caravan picked up speed at this
point, for it is wise to reach the outskirts of Baghdad before sundown;
although theft was unheard of in Iraq
before conditions became so
desperate, anned robberies on
remote roads are now frequent
Towards evening, we arrived at
the palm-fringed oasis towns of
Ramadi and Falluja, and finally the
City of Caliphs. As we approached
the AI-Rasheed Hotel in Baghdad,
we saw the family and friends of the
returning Iraqi children waiting for
us. On previous occasions, whole
neighbourlloods, complete with
local bands, flooded the halls of the
Rasheed to welcome the children
("gifts from Allah") back from
America. This night, the crowd was
more subdued, perhaps out of
respect fa- Rania and her family.
Medicine For Peace teams work
in hospitals in Baghdad and in small
village clinics in the southern governates. Immediately after the war,
these health facilities were overcrowded
with
malnourished

response to the Iraqi invasion
of
Kuwait,
prevents the expcxt of oil,
prohibits impcxts, and
freezes Iraqi foreign assets. Medicine and food
are exempt, but the lack of
foreign capital to purchase pharmaceuticals
from abroad creates a de
facto embargo of essential nutrients and medical
supplies. In the face of hyperinflation
and
widespread shortages, the
situation has become
hopeless
for
poor
families, a category in
which most Iraqis now
fall. It is doubtful if the

Dr. MichHI Viole '58 •t the
IMd•lde of • HV_.Y
malnouMhed Iraqi infant,
who died two day• .......

children suffering from intractable diarrhea. The
wanls had the stench of
cholera. a familiar O<b' to
those of us who had been
through such epidemics in
the Hom of Africa. The Coalition
bombing had-targeted and destroyed
~ electrical power grid and sanitation systems throughout Iraq. Toilets
backed up with refuse, sewage
flowed in the meets, and the Tigris
and Euphrates rivers, the main
source of water for more than
eighteen million Iraqis, became
sewers. Medicine For Peace and
othrz relief agencies estimate that
more than a hundred thousand
children have died from waterborne
infections since the cease-fire. The
Pentagon issued assessments of the
missile attacks' immediate damage,
but it was left to physicians to recmi
their long-tenn effects.
Medicine for Peace is conducting a comprehensive health survey
of Iraqi children. After a medical
team interviewed six hundred
families and examined children in
Huria, a poor district of Baghdad. it
moved on to the port of Basra, near
the Pel'sian Gulf. In both places the
team found large nwnbers of thin _
and stunted children with chronic
malnutrition. More alarming, it
found infants with marasmus and
Jcwashiork(r, more severe fmns of
protein-calorie depivation. With
their withered faces and bloated bel-

lies, such pathetic children had not
been seen in Iraq for three decades.
Basra was pummeled during the
Gulf War and still has the feel of a
bombed city under siege. The civil
disturbances after the war (with con-

siderable participation by Iranians)
contributed to a public-health emergency of catastrophic proptXtions
that continues unabated. We had a
series of meetings with Iraqi
physicians to discuss the continuing
problem of contaminated water. In
early spring, clinics overflow with
children with gastroenteritis and
typhoid, and the cycle of malnutrition leading to gastroenteritis, and
then to more severe malnutrition,
begins again. Iraqi physicians have
become adept at handling these
serious public-health JXUblems in
the face of unimaginable shortages
of medical supplies. With our work
completed in the south, we made
plans to send another Medicine For
Peace team to Suleimaniyah in Iraq
Kurdistan to assess the nutritional
status of Kurdish children.
Much of the suffering we have
seen throughout Iraq results from the
effective and ongoing UN embargo
(the "strangulation" as it is called in
Arabic). UN Resolution 661,
enacted on August 6, 1990, in
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US-dominated Security
Council will lift the embargo in the near future.

Iraq is a difficult country for
relief agencies to work in. The
government is cruel an oppressive.
The people are frightened and justifiably suspicious of foreigners.
Yet, because we take sick Iraqi
children to America. care for them in
our homes, and bring them back in
good health, we have gained the trust
of most Iraqis. We travel unimpeded
from village to village, from home to
home, and we are perhaps the only
w~ allowed to spend time
with Iraqi families. We have seen
what the embargo has brought them:
sh<xtages of food and medicine, barbaric levels of childhood sickness
and death, rampant crime, and the
disintegration of Iraqi society. The
"strangulation" is taking its toll, not
on Saddam and the members of the
ruling Baath~ Party but on the
children of the cradle of our civilization. •
Source: Princeton Alumni
Weekly, October 12,1994

Dr Michael Viola '9, a professor
of medicine and microbiology at
the Health Sciences Center of the
State University of New York at
Stony Brook, is the foiUider of
Medicine for Peace.
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HIGH-FLYING
CORPORATE
BIGWIGS
Kadir Jasin startled me when he
revealed (in Other Th9ts, New Sunday 1imes, 2 October 1994) that
some of Malaysia's caporate high-

DliiiR Zllinudcln: Among . .

JM.D...... hlgh ....

flyers are lilerally flying high. He
said, with obvjous pride:

"But Datuk Tajuddin is not the
only Malaysian jetting around il) his
own COI'pOOlte jet. Others like Tun
Daim Zainuddin, Datuk Halim Saad

of Renong, Ananda Krishnan of
Tanjung PLC, Tan Sri Vincent Tan
of Berjaya and Tan Sri Tmg Pek:
Hiing of Ek:ran also own corporate
jets either in their own names or in
the names of their companies.
Well, we.certainly have come a
long way in a relatively short time."
How are these gentlemen able to
affml expensive private jets when
even the Otief Minister of Penang
hasn't the means to pay the deposit
on a jet? I don't really know. What I
do know is that all these gentlemen
have strong political connections
and have been linked to numerous
privatisation projects.
Doesn't this prove that privatisation in Malaysia has benefited a few
privileged individUals and large corporations'? Kadir Jasin himself has
certainly come a long way in a relatively slot time, so much so that he
could even stage mariagement
buyout of NS1P and TV3, with a
few others.
But the vast majority of
Malaysians have not gained anything from privatisation. In fact, the
gap between the rich and the poor is
widening. Kadir, you can try a
simple test if you find this diffiCult
to believe. Calculate the difference
between your salary and a production operator's three years ago.
Alllu MOiflltl] 19H:14 (ll)
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Now, work out what the difference
is today. See what I mean'?
As far as literacy is concerned,
we certainly have DOt come a long
way. More than 20 per cent of
Malaysians are illiterate after 37
years of independence - shockingly
higher than the illiteracy rates in Sri
Lanb, Thailand and, yes, even Vietnam and Bunna.
In the field of secondary education, less developed countries like
the Philippines and Sri I...ank:a are
well ahead of us. Both these
countries have more than 70percent
of their school-age population enrolled in secondary schools, while
Malaysia has ... surprise, swprise,
less than 60 per cent
Just because a few privileged individuals can now affml private jets
does not mean that the population
has come a long way, Kadir. Rather,
it is a few individuals who have
come a long way. And their links
with privatisation cannot be ignored.
MtnTiwls
PENANG

HOW TO IMPROVE
MEDICAL SERVICES
IN OUR COUNTRY
Our country is facing an acute
shortage of medical staff. I do not
know whether the privatisation of
the Health Service is going to solve
this problem. What we want is the
best possible health care at the most
affordable costs for ow people. Our
aim and planning should be towards
this end. The following are the steps
the government can take:

• send more medical and para
medical staff, doctors, dental surgeons for specialilsed training on
government sponsc:nd funds, so
that we have more specialists.
• distribute hospitals especially
into rural areas so that health care
reaches the poor. The poor should

not be charged but they should
get the best possible treatment
also.
• Treatment procedures e.g.
dialysis, surgeries e.g. heart
surgery should be privatised and
supported by the government so
that it becomes more available to
a wider group of people at affordable cost.
• private hospitals and clinics
should be encouraged to work
with government hospitals to
provide better treatment at lower
cost for the poor people.
• Every patient should be charged
a ceiling price of not more than
RM5,000 for any treatment procedure and hospitalisation that
would normally exceed this
amount e.g. heart surgery n<Xlllal
price at RMlO,OOO. The balance
of cost should be absorbed by a
fund set up for this or it could be
incorporated into Perkeso.
Privatisation of the other public
services like Telekom, LLN, KTM
has increasingly burdened the
people with higher costs. We are in
general paying m<Xe f<X" everything
now as compared to bef<Xe
privatisation. Medical services is the
most important of all and affects
every individual. It would indeed be
a pitiable state if we have sick
people walking around who cannot
go into hospitals just because they
camot afford il
Dr Margaret A. F el7llllldez
PEN.ANG

BE FAIR TO THE
CIVIL SERVICE
In the weeks immediately after
the BN came to power the Civil Service has seen transfers of senior
government servants from a particular community in alarming numbers. In justifying the transfers,
Chief Minister Tan Sri Sakaran Dandai explained that it was done after

"a careful evaluation" of the Civil
Service.
To
further
justify
his
government's action Tan Sri
Sakaran also issued the following
statement, and I quore hnn, "For this
government to be able to implement
its policies and bring development
to the people we need civil servants
who can truly appreciate the aspirations and needs of the Barisan
Nasional administration".
His assistant minister, Yahya
Hussein was himself not short of
reasons for the transfer. .According
to Yahya Hussein, the transferS were
necessary to check complacency
and malpractices.
Let us then ponder on the implications of the statement of both
these gentlemen. Considering the
tens of thousands of civil servants
and the lightning speed in which the
transfers took place, even a lowly
educated person would know that "a
careful evaluation" was impossible
to be carried out within such a short
time frame. But then it would be a
different story if only one particular
community was targetted.
As for Tan Sri Sakaran's other
statement, I believe he needs to be
briefly enlightened on what the
Civif Service is aboul
As civil servants (no matter from
what community) we are duty
bound to cooperate and implement
the policies of the government of the
day. As civil servants we only exercise our political inclination in the
voting booth. As far as our job/duty
and responsibilities are concerned,
we are professionals. We do according to what we are directed and permitted under the rules and
guidelines of the Civil Service.
After all at the end of the day we
are just "Saya Yang Menurut Perintah." Therefore the question of
whether we can truly appreciate the
aspirations and needs of the BN administration <X' for that matter any
other administration should not and
need not arise at all. For the Chief
Minister himself to have doubts on
the Civil Service is not only
demoralizing but shows a blatant'
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disregard for the professionalism of

the Civil Service.
As for his Assistant Minister
Yahya Hussein's statement, I and
my colleague are deeply disturbed
by• the subtle message it carried.
Bearing in mind that the
Kadazan/Dusun offiCers cOmprise
the majority of those transferred, is
he implying then that we
(Kadazan/Dusun) are complacent
and thus easily influenced into committing malpractices? As a former
police offiCer and now a lawyercum-politician he should be more
careful with his public statements.
For so long politicians have always been the judge and jury on the
performance of Civil Servants. I
think it is high time that this practice
is stopped. Let the Civil Service take
care of itself. We now have the New
Renumeration Scheme (SSB). This
scheme functions to evaluate Civil
Servants' performances whether
they deserve to be promoted <X"
given salary increments (Melintang,
Menegak, Mendatar or Statik).
What is the point of having the year
end SSB performance and job
suitability evaluation if at the end of
the day we are at the mercy of
politicians?
To conclude, I like to request the
Director of Establishments to make
available to the media the lists of
names of those transferred out (and
demoted in the process} including
their SSB Performance Evaluation
for the year. Likewise the same information pertaining to those who
replaced them and took over their
jobs should also be released to the
media.
I'm sure members of the public
would like to compare the performances and achievements of both
the parties f<X" the past year. I believe
this piece of vital information would
give peace of mind to everybody
and put the question whether the
transfers and replacements were indeed justified or otherwise to rest.
DrKOIIIIHirolfloll
Pltd.KIIIfi/HUII, SA.BA.H

I CAN'T TAKE
IT ANYMORE
"\bte for the Barisan to show
your gratitute"- so we're urged.
I am thankful and appreciative of
all the good things that our government has done to bring us to this
level of progress and development.
But I can't swallow all the scandals that this same government had
tried to sweep under the carpet and
have us believe that an·is well and
good. The Rahim Tamby Chik's
case is the latest in the series of
scandals and the way he is left off
the hook stinks.
I do not consider myself an opposition man - I pride to think
myself as a rational person who t.>ill
vote after considering the relevant
factors. I am glad that Michael
Chong of the MCA will not be contesting in my constituency. Much as
I admire the work he is doing, my
conscience will not allow me to give
him that deserving vote - because of
the Barisan's cover-up. I feel the
need to register my protest for the
issues I feel that had been
mishandled.
Loyal MaiiJysian
BA.YANLEPAS

NATIONBUILDING OR
NATION-DIVIDING?
QUESTIONS FOR
HEP, UM
Those who visited University of
Malaya in October might have been
aware that the University Students
Affairs Department (HEP) held a
whole-week course on Nationbuilding (Kursu8 Bina Negara) f<>;r
the first year students from 23-28
October 1994.
This course was compulsory for
all the fll'st year Matriculation students (please note that all of them

are Bumiputras) and the first year
Bumiputras Faculty students. In
view of the 'Lepak Culture' and the
'Bohsia Culture' that haunt our
youths these days we should complement UM HEP for <qanising an
important course on Nation-building.
However, the first question that
came to my mind is: Why our
Bumiputera students were requested
to participate in this course? The
second question is: What kin<t of
'Nation-building course' was this?
We all know that this nation is a
multi-racial one, consisting of not
only the Bumiputeras but also of
non-Bumiputeras as well. So, why
the non-Bumiputeras were not involved in this course?
Malaysians should not be encouraged to organize activities that
involve ooly one single ethnic group
when the institution caters for all.
Therefore, why did the Malaysian
premier university organize such a
course? It seems more like a Nationdividing course rather than Nationbuilding.
The public have the right to
know the contents of this course.
The HEP of UM certainly owe the
society at large an explanation. They
get their funds from the tax-payers
and the tax-payers have the right to
know why there should be such discrimination.
A. CoJtUrrt«l Cilize11
KUA.IA WMPUR

THE UNFORTUNATE
C2TEACHERS
In August 1991 most C2 teachers
were upgraded to C8 and thereafter
to B10.
Unfatunately, about 300 of
them were denied their BlO salary
scheme simply because their headmasters were either jealous of them
or plain wicked.
In Sekolah Kebangsaan Permatang Gunung there was one uni-

que example. A teacher was immediately transferred out because the
Education Department was afraid
that the teacher would "box" his
headmaster.

These unf<Xtunate teachers had
been waiting for the last 3 years and
3 months. They had to face shame
and endure ridicule because of the
wicked deeds of their headmasters.
They cannot take the government examination. They had terrible
nightmares. They lost almost ten
thousand dollars.
Unbelievably, even lazy and
truant teachers were upgraded
making a mockery of the system.
The Ministry did not bother to
investigate the false reports of these
crooked headmasters. What is
Cuepacs doing? What is the NUIP
which pompously describes itself as
the largest teachers union doing?
God, please help these unfortunate teachers - there is no hope
from these unions.
Pint-Pint &: Frielfds
KEDA.H

BAR COUNCIL
PRESIDENT MUST
RESPOND
Bar Council president Encik
ZainurZakaria's refusal to comment
upon my call on him to resign speaks
volumes of his ability to continue as
head of the Malaysian Bar. The
Malaysian Bar can ill-afford to have
as its leader a person who has no
guts to refute serious allegations
made against him. Encik Zainw
should take the matter seriously. My
allegations against him in fact bring
into question his integrity. Lawyers
who do not reply letters have had
disciplinary action taken against
them as such his conduct amounts to
breach of etiquette. However, Encik
Zainur who has not even acknowledged my letter dated 28 July,1994
to him let alone reply, is letting him-
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self off scot free. Such conduct on
the part ofEncik Zainur ought not to
be accepted by other members of the
Bar Council.
I cannot see how Eocik Zainur
can perpetuate his position in the
face of my charge against him. It
goes without saying the leader of the
Bar must be one who acts with
responsibility and circumspection
and upon being challenged does not
take to the heels with the remark.
'No comment!'
I reiterate my call to Encik
Zainur to resign or face the consequences in my taking the matter to
its logical end.
Karptll Singh

Mtmber of Plll'liatMnt
KUALA. WMPUR

INTERNATIONAL
DAY AGAINST
VIOLENCE AGAINST
WOMEN
November 25 marks the International Day Against Violeoce Against
Women. While this day was
declared in 1981 to highlight the
killings of women under the dictatorship in Latin America, it has
since been observed by women's
groups globally to commenmorate
our struggle against all foons of
violeoce against women.
In Malaysia, the most prevalent
and overt forms of violence against
women are rape, incest and domestic violence. In the case of domestic
violence, a revealing survey conducted by Women's Aid Organisation shows that nearly four in ten
women over the age of 15 years have
been battered in our country. Fifteen
per cent of adults believe that it is all
right to abuse women, and another
72 per cent said that a man has the
right to beat his wife if she has been
unfaithful.
Given that women are mothers,
daughters and sisters, it is extremely

disturbing that the message underlying these statistics is that society not
only condones violeoce against
women, but moresoever within the
institution of the family. This is particularly signifteant in a •year which
has been designated as the International Year of the Family.
Throughout 1994, there have been
calls to uphold family values and to
preserve the family unit However,
these have not been paralleled by a
recognition of the urgent need to
take action in situations where
violence against women are occuring. This in effect glosses over a
very important issue that touches the
lives of most women, and leads
towards the perpetuation of the
cycle of violence.
It is also ironic that in all the calls
to protect family values, the value of
respecting women within the family
and treating them as equals has not
been mentioned. Instead, there has
been an implicit acceptance of
values which promote, maintain and
even support men's use of violeoce
against women within the family.
The family unit haS every potential as a site of mutual respect, understanding and caring. Current
social acceptance of the abuse
which takes place within the family
unit however does little to allow this
potential to flourish. Violeoce
against women generally, and
within the family in particular, need
not be the reality if we put our minds
towards this goal. We call upon all
who are concerned, to regard and
treat the family as a place which is
safe for and supportive of all people:
women and children especially. It is
not too late to inculcate the value of
mutual respect within the institution
which we are taught to revere. Let's
break the cycle of violeoce!
T1111 Bt"' Hili
Spouspeno11, AIL WOMEN'S
ACI'ION SOCIETY (AW..tM)
SEUNGOR
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ACCOUNTABIUTY

Assemblymen
Make Exhorbitant Claims
Nearly RM2 million claimed by Perak State Assemblymen
over a period of 44 months
In spite of generous
allowances and attractive
perks enjoyed by elected
Assemblymen, ex.borbitant
claims bave been made,
accuses P PAITO.

t is a shocking revelation that
nearly RM2 million from public

I

day and if the Assemblyman lives 32
km m- more away from the place of
meeting, he is entitled to claim
RMSO as subsistence allowance per
day.
This subsistence allowance is
also paid when Assemblymen attend
official functions sanctioned by the
State Secretary.
In addition to all this, the Assemblymen are also entitled to a
mileage claim of SS sen per lan f<x'
attending official meetings or functions.
Official meetings ordinarily
mean meetings of the State Assembly <X" any Committee of the Assembly like the Public Accounts
Committee m- the Standing Orders
Committee <X" the Privileges Com-

mittee.
As f<X" the State Exco members,
they are paid a monthly salary of
RM4,500 on top of their
Assemblyman's allowance of
RM3,000, an Exco allowance of
RMl,OOO, a fixed housing allowance of RMl,OOO and an entertainment allowance of RMl,OOO.
They are provided with a state car
and driver free.
The Menteri Besar receives a
monthly salary of RMlO,OOO,
RM2,000 as allowance fm- being
Chainnan of the Exco, RM3,000 as
allowance f<X" being a State Assemblyman, a fully furnished house
with an annual allowance of
RMS,OOO fm- purchase of furniture
and fittings and a monthly entertain-

funds had been paid by the State
Government towards travelling and
meeting allowances claimed by the
Perak Menteri Besar, Tan Sri Ramli
Ngah Talib, the eight State Exco
members, the Speaker of the State
Assembly, nato Haji Mohd Arshad
Abdullah and and Barisan
Nasional
State
Assemblymen since 1991.
&co Members Monthly Income:
This was revealed by the
Menteri Besar to queries in
*Salaly
the past State Assembly
* Assemblyman's allowance
meetings by the State Assemblyman fm- Teja. R K
* Exco alowance
Muthu.
* Housing allowance
Every
State
As* Entertairvnert alowance
semblyman is paid a ftxed
monthly allowance of
RM3,000, a ftxed monthly
travelling allowance of
Menterl Besar's Monthly Income:
RMlSO, a fixed monthly
driver'sallowance ofRM2SO
* Salaly
and a fixed monthly enter* Allowance- c·man ~ Exco
tainment allowance of
* Assemblyman's allowance
RM2SO. And fm- every offi* Enleftainmert allowance
cial meeting anended, an Assemblyman is paid RM7S per
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RM4,500
RM3,000
RM1,000
RM1,000
RM1,000

RM10,000

RM2,000
RM3,000
RM5,500

ment allowance of RMS,SOO. He is
also povided with a maximum of
RMSO,<XX> annually f<X" one overseas' holiday f<X" himself and his
family in one year.

CLAIMS FOR 1991
In 1991, the MB, the Speaker,
the State Exco and the State Assemblymen claimed a total of
RM506,409.7S with the Menteri
Besar claiming RM88,689 36. An
Exco member, Dato Haji Junus
Wahid, claimed RM28,000.
Among the State Assemblymen,
the highest claim of RM26,lS4.lO
was made by the Assemblyman f<X"
Sungkai, S Veerasingam. The
second
highest
claim
of
RM2S,644.40 was made by Haji
Mohamad Ali Abdullah (Batu Hampar) and the third highest was by Haji
Mohd Taib Hanafiah (l'iti Serong)
who had claimed RM23,616.10.
These are certainly exhorbitant
claims when compared with the
claim· made by the State Assemblyman Haji Mohamad Padil
(Lintang), which was RM2,8S9.SO.
two other Assemblymen who
had claimed more than RM20,<XX>
f<X" 1991 are Haji Talha (Lenggong)
who had claimed RM20,951.80 and
the Assemblyman, G Rajoo (Hutan
Melintang), who had claimed
RM20,596.89.

CLAIMS FOR 1992
In
1992,
a
total
of
RM4Z7,309.29 was claimed by the
MB, the Speaker, the Exco membels
and the State Assemblymen with the
highest claim made by the Assemblyman,
S
Veerasingam
(Sungkai), who had claimed
RM39,331.70- higher than the MB
<X" any Exco member. The second
highest claim was by the Assemblyman, G Rajoo (liutan Melintang),
who
had
claimed
RM37 ,168.05. The third highest
claim ofRM31,9Z7 .75 was made by
Haji Mohamad Ali Abdullah (Batu
Hampar). The figures are very much
higher than thale claimed by other
Assemblymen.

Six Assemblymen had claimed
more than RM20,000 in 1992,
namely Haji Md Kassim Mahmud
(Selama) - RM29,792.93; Ahmad
Shariffudin (Kuala Kurau) RM28,539.70; Haji Mohd Taib
Hanafiah (l'iti Serong)- RM24,724;
Haji Megat Tajuddin (Bukit Olandan) - RM23,624.15; Haji Talha
(Lenggong)- RM23,094.60 and Lee
Chee Leong (l'anjong Tualang) RM21,196.85.
The Exco member, Au How
Cheong, had claimed the highest
amount of RM32,772.77 despite
being given a free car and driver with
all expenses on official duties
covered by the state.
The second highest claim by an
Exco member in 1992 was made by
Puan Mazidah Haji Zakaria RM30,382.13.

CLAIMS FOR 1993
In 1993, two Assemblymen
topJbi the claims with G Rajoo
(Hutan
Melintang)
claiming
RM38,696.81 and S Veerasingam
(Sungkai) claiming RM38,373.65
among State Assemblymen. The
third highest claim was again by Haji
Mohamad Ali Abdullah (Batu Hampar)
who
had
claimed
RMZ7,167.17, followed closely by
Lee Oleel..eong (l'anjong Tualang),
who had claimed RM24,295.36.
The Assemblymen who had
claimed more than RM20,<XX> are
namely: Hj Md Kassim Malumld
- (Selama) - RM21,786; Hj Megat
Tajuddin (Bukit Chandan) RM20,918.SO and Ahmad Sharif(Kuala
Kurau)
fudin
RM20,3S0.35.
The overall highest claim was by
the Menteri Besar who had claimed
RM53,180.95. The second highest
overall claim was by Au How
Cheong
who
had claimed
RM39,231.68.

CLAIMS FOR 1994
During the first eight months of
1994, again the two Assemblymen
who had made the highest claims
were G Rajoo (Hutan Melintang)
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claiming RM23,517.92 and S
Veerasingam (Sungkai) claiming
RM22,592.40.
Among the Exco members, Au
How Oleong had .again made the
highest claim of RM21,017.78 f<X"
the first eight months in 1994.
Total claims made during the
first eight months in 1994 with some
claiming f<r only January were
RM296,144.58.
The total claims made by the
MB, the Speaker, the Exco members
and the State Assemblymen are in
the region of RM2 million which is
an unusually high figure.
Even Exco members who are
provjded virtually everything free
have made exhorbitant claims with
Au How Oteong, claiming a total of
RM1~,548.73 from January 1991
to August 1994. This will mean he
had received on an average
RM2,467 per month as additional
payment from the state since January
1991, on top of his salary,
Assemblyman's allowance, other
fixed allowances and perks.
Two Assemblymen had jointly
claimed more than a quarter millioo
ringgit during the period mentioned.
s Veerasingam (Sungkai) himself
total
of
had
claimed
a
RM126,451.85 f<r the 44 months in
question, thus receiving on an
average of RM2,873.90 per month
as additional payment from the state
apart from his monthly allowance
and other ftxed allowances and
perks.
G Rajoo (Hutan Melinlang) had
claimed RM119,979.67 f<X" the same
period, averaging RM2,726.81 per
month.
If one looks at the claims made
by some of the Assemblymen, it
would appear as if there is ooannowlCed competition among them to
determine who makes the highest
claims.
The ACA must pobe into these
exhorbitant claims by the MB, certain Exco members and some State
Assemblymen to enswe that these
claims were genuine and that no
false claims had been made. •

RIGHTS

LAND
ACQUISITION

T..

Land Acquisition (Amendment) Act 1991 was passed in

Parliament in July 1991 despite strong reservations from many
individuals and public interest groups who feared that th~ legislation
would be abused.
Soon after this, Aliran Monthly carried an article which articulated
some of the controversial issues involved and warned that the Act
could be used to displace 10,000 people in Johor for the second
causeway and to facilitate the construction of more goif courses and
country dubs across the country. We warned that even schools and
places of worship would not be safe.
Recent events have proved that many of those concerns were not
unfounded. Many villagers e.g. those simple folk in Pantai Kundur
in Malaeca and Kerpan in Kedah are fuming because they have been
forced to give up their land in exchange for low compensation. And
now the latest news is that the Bukit Bintang Girls' School in KL may
be forced to relocate from its present premises to make way for

"development".
We reproduce our 1991 article in full.
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YOUR LAND IS MY LAND
Controversy over amendments to Land Acquisition Act
• Bar/san Naslonal fliPs recently voted In
one of the most controversial legislations

In our country's Independent history. Alii
lookS' at some of the Implications of the
amendments which are of concern to both
the landed as well as the landless.

TI

landed class in the country was dealt a severe
low to its sense of security last month when the
Land Acquisition (Amendment) Act 1991 was
passed by 99 Barisan Nasional MPs against25 Opposition MPs opposing it
1be amendments, considered one of the most unconstitutional Acts to bear the rubber-stamp of our Parliament, has met with outrage from a cross-sectioo of
Malaysian society. The propertied. from private landOwnel'S to ian<k)wning institutions such as independent
schools, religious organizations and associations, regard
it as a serious encroachment on their constitutional right
topoperty.
1be first amendment gives infinite powers to the State
to compulsOO.ly acquire private property f<r any use that
it deems to be economically beneficial to the country's
development Unlike the fmner Act. the land acquired
need not be confmed to the State's use, but may be used
"by any person <r C<rpOOltion f<r any purpose which in
the opinion of the State AuthOOty is beneficial to the
economic development of Malaysia. <r any part thereof
<r to the public generally, m- any class of the public."
(Previously, Section 3(b) used to read:
"3. Acquisition of land
1be State Auth<xity may acquire any land which is
needed:(a) f<r any public purpose;
(b) by any person <r e<rporation Wldertaking a woB:
which in the opinion of rhe State Authooty is of pt)blic
utility; <r"
This change that any piece of privately-owned land
can now be acquired not only f<r public use, that is f<r a
school, hospital, highway, public housing, etc., but f<r
any development which the State decides to be of
economic benefit
Development of such vague and buad meaning could
well include golf ~ luxury condominiums and
shopping complexes.
Secondly, the State is now empowered to acquire

private land f<r the use of a private individual or corpoot·
tion, an idea that must surely be abh<nent to any landowner.
An insertion by way of Section 68A states: "where
land has been acquired under this Act. whether before <r
after the commencement of this Section, no subsequent
disposal <r use of, <r dealing with the land, whether by
the State AuthOOty or by the Government. person <r
corporation on whose behalf the land was acquired, shall
invalidate the acquisition of the land."
Pri<r to this, the" original landowner was entitled to
press f<r the return of his property if the acquiring body
failed to use it f<r the public purpose for which it was
seized. But with the new amendment. the State can
acquire a piece of land purportedly f<r low-cost housing,
decide otherwise later, and dispose of it to a private
individual or company for their own use.
Hence it is perfectly lawful f<r the State to change its
mind say, about building a stadium on a plot of land
acquired, and to sell it to a developer f<r the development
of a commercial complex.
In short, the new effects of this pair of amendments
are:
• the removal of "public purpose" and "public
utility" as grounds f<r government acquisition of
private land;
* the govenunent is empowered to acquire private
land f<r the benefit of individuals or companies and;
• any land acquired f<r whatever purpose cannot be
challenged in a court of law.

No Land Is Safe
The broad and sweeping powers vested in the State,
since land is a State matter, has left the landed class - from
the owner of a small dusun to propertied 1lar<>m - WlhapPY, angered and terribly insecure over their hold on their
assets. lbey can only seek legal~ over the issue of
compensation and nothing else.
It would appear that no private land, whether of
schools. religious organizations, charitable trusts and individuals, would be safe from the future shopping list of
the powers-that-be.
In fact. the Deputy Minister in the PM's Department

confirmed that the government would be acquiring land
belonging to sevmll schools in Kuala Lwnpur with the
aid of the Act
The excuses offered by government leaders for theae
controversial amendments, are not at all convincing. The
Prime Minister has clainled that the amendments ~
aimed primarily for the mkyat, particularly the landless
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than an administrative
measure that depends
largely on the implementors or more correctly,
the
powers-that-be behind
the implementors.
It is difficult to take
seriously the ruling
party's pledge that the
Act would not be abused
given the government's
Ghat•: Factoriee cannot be -Dr Ung: Act would stimulate past record of roughDr Ill: Low-income group
may not have a P'- to
built on t r rapid progr•s
riding over the people's
stay•••
rights and wishes.
A Chief Minister, in
in the future. He was reported to have said that "in 60
his desperation to appeace his State, even gave his peryears, the population would reach 70 million. While the
sonal assurance that the State government would not
land is not going to match the population increase ...
abuse the provisions of the Act
people especially the low-income group may not have a
1bere is scarce consolation in such personal assuranplace to stay ... "
ces given the transient nature of a politician's tenure and
His deputy Ghafar Baba has explained the amendthe fact that State governments are but an ann of the
ment by way of the fact that "we must give jobs to our
Federal government
people ... factOOes cannot be built on trees, it must be on
1be amendments have also led to speculation as to
land". He also complained of the delay caused by law
the intentions of the government regarding its use.
suits over land acquisition matters, while the president of
Several quarters, including the Opposition parties, have
the MCA Dr Ling Liong Sik announced that the Act
claimed that one of the immediate purposes of the Act is
would stimulate rapid progress.
to enable the well-connected United Engineers Malaysia
Despite those soothing words from the top brass,
to acquire 26,000 hectares in Johor for the construction
many MPs encountered diffiCulty placating their landof the $2 billion second causeway between the State and
owning constituents. 1be pressure must have been
Singapore as well as a $2 billion township. It is not lrnown
tremendous for them to request a briefing from Ghafar
how many landowners will be affected, but at least
10,000 people in 52 kampungs in the area will face
Baba during a break in the sitting of Parliament One can
only guess that their misgivings were either suffiCiently
eviction.
allayed by the "land does not grow on trees" wisdom of
1bere are also claims that the Act is to help pave the
way for various individuals to open more golf courses and
the Deputy PM or they experienced some painful anntwisting to tow the line, for 99 of them voted for the Act
country clubs around the outskirts ofPetaling Jaya where
on July 30.
land had been previously acquired for public use. Some
Those who have criticised the amendments say the
say it is also immediately intended for Langkawi, an
allegation which must be causing the biggest landowner
pevious Act was more than adequate for land acquisition
purposes. In Penang, for instance, large tracts of private
on the island sleepless nights in his Penang mansion. That
land have been acquired for the State Economic Developthese allegations, some of which have named important
ment Corporation, which in tum has privatised the
personalities in govenunent, have not been refuted, is
property to the private sector for housing and other
quite disturbing.
development. 1be process may take a little longer as the
Under such circumstances, it would be unreasonable
government claims, but at least it is not so easily open tO
to expect the Malaysian public to accept without qualms,
abuse. Further more, say the objectors, most State
that any land acquired in the future would be for public
governments can easily tum to land reclamation as an
good rather than for the private gain of favoured inavenue for future development, be it for low-cost housing
dividuals or politically-controlled companies.
Once the government can acquire land without fulfllor commen:e and industries.
ing the test of public good, then such powers can be easily
Safeguards and Guidelines
abused for individual and private benefit.
When all is said and done, we have but OW"Selves to
The ruling party has also spoken of safeguards in the
blame
for voting in the MPs who voted for the amendAct against abuse and deviations, as well as guidelines
ments..
'
for its proper implementation. For one, there is no
safeguards whatsoever which are apparent from the
amendments. As for the guidelines, which have yet to be
tAl/ran Monthly: Vol 11 (8)1
made public, they cannot be considered as anything more
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RELOCATION
OF BUKIT BINTANG
GIRLS' SCHOOL
Release details of take over
The Education Minister today announced that the Govemment had
approved relocation of the Bukit Bintang Girls' School (BBGS) to a more
suitable site.
The Minister had also said that BBGS was located in an important
commercial area and therefore had to be shifted. A local company wUI
take over the land of the school. It is clear from this statement that the
main reason for the Government's decision to shift BBGS becaues of the
prime land that it occupies.
In the spirit of transparency, I call upon the Minister of Education to clarify
the following questions:

1

What is the name of the company which has been given approval to
take over the land where BBGS is situated?

2

What is the price paid by the company for the BBGS land and was
there an Open Tender before the sale?

3 Will the Church on the BBGS be taken over by the company?
4

Was the Parent and Teachers Association of BBGS consulted before
the Govemment approved to shift BBGS to another site?

5 Please give details of the proposed development of the BBGS's land
by the company.

6 Where will BBGS be located in the future?
Wee Choo Keong
MP lot Bulcl Btltang
24 January l99S
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BIG SPENDER

PEDESTAL POLITICIANS
Big-shot politicians who nonnally would not spare
the time of day for ordinary folks like us suddenly seem
to grow more caring and diligent as the general election
approaches. We begin to read of this Minister who sold
kWh in his childhood to suwJement the family income.
Or of the Deputy Minister who had to pick dwians for
pocket money as a youth. Others begin dressing down
and strolling down kl the war1411g in their ~tuency
for the poletarian teh tarik and pau.
Yet others. like the Penang Chief Minister, decide to
take public transp00 with the whole press corps in klw.
He later said he enjoyed the ride although one suspects
that he enjoyed the publicity far more. I guess it is that
time of thcirpOlitical career again kl stq> down from thcir
high hma and win c:u attention and sympathy (and our
votes) with touching tales and stcOe.s of what life used to
be like for them (and what it still is like for quite a nwnber
of other peq>le).
One could call it that "when-I-was-young-I-had~walk-10-rnile8-barefoot- ~school" syndrome which
tends to manifest itself stotly before an election, but
quickly evaporates after the votes are COtliMed. Then, it's
back to their arrogant and don't-bother-me.,l'mtoo-busy-and-impcxtant selves once more.
But there are bound kl be a few who are unwilling to
step down from their pedestal at anytime. Perllaps that
explains the bigger than life (12.5 metres to be exact)
hardboard figge of Sarny VeUu looming over devotees
who thronged the Batu Caves during Thaipusam. The
cut-out of the MIC president could not have been done
in any WO'Ie taste. Carrying the kavadi is a holy and
spiritual journey for many Hindus and BaW Caves during
Thaipusam is tally no place for self- pumotim.
That the man is full of himself is too obvious to~
He was recently quok:d as saying lhat thousands
dwnged any meeting where he was present not because
he was a Minister but because he's "earned their hearts".
If he is so much in their hearts, then why does he receive
hundreds ofaiMJsive telephone calls a day? All those calls
cer1ainly had nothing to do with that JqJUiar karooke
soog, "I just caUed kl say I love you".

According to French tourism officials, Malaysians
were among the q, spenders in France last year. As a
result, said the French official who revealed this
interesting fact, the French would like to have more
Malaysian ~itors. Money talks, as they are fond of
saying, and it's clear the French are no less averse to it
But we are wondering whether this notion that
Malaysians are big spenders may have been grossly
disD1ed by one particular Parisian showing spree of the
wife of a Malaysian Minister. Her copious spending has
been the talk-of-the-(Malaysian)-capilal. Awarmtly this
wOOlan had spent close to RMl millioo while holidaying
in France last year stotly afttr her husband was involved
in a controversy of a social nature.
Her lavish purchases were said kl include exclusive
furnishings for their new house (it must be a palace!),
designer clothers for herself and something like 40 pairs
of shoes for her young daughter (perhaps she is rearing a
little Imelda Marcos!). But m<N scandalous of all was
that the tab for her wild spending was picked up by a
Malaysian millionaire who is involved in, among other
things, arms-deals.
Meanwhile the Sultan of Selangor expressed
confidence that Selangor would continue to grow at more
than 10 per cent this year. Indeed, if tourma is such a
major revenue earner, pelhaps the Sultan ought to help
boost his state's revenue by spending his vacations at
home instead of heading for some American playground
where he was holidaying when he suffered a heart attack.

•
BIG BUCKS
Langkawi may soon be out of reach to ordinary
holidayers like you and me. The hotels now going up on
the island are ~uiring more and more stars. Soon there
will be more stars in Langkawi than the galaxy. Only
recently, a RM60 millioo hotel was completed by that
Sarawak tycoon of the Balrun Dam fame. It was only the
first phase of what will eventually be a RM1 billion
holiday resm. Not many days later, the papers rqoted
that a RM800 million floating hotel with state-d-the-art
!a-viewing facilities was on the drawing board The idea
is enough ~ induce a spell of sea-sickness.
It appears lhat those behind the de\te~ of the
island into a monster of a tolaism oomplex have finally
caught on to the idea that there's not much money kl be
made from towists who live in A-type chalets and eat roti
canai f<X' breakfast, mee Slip for lunch and nasi goreng
· for dirmer. So they are going for the big bucks. Who
knows, one of these days, that big-spending wife of the
Minister may decide to visit
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The Transport Minister claims that the gory and
melodramatic advertisements against drinking are
effective. HisdeclaraWn of successwasnotbasedonany
Slalistics of declining accidents due k> drunken driving,
but the fact that people have come up to him expessing
shock and anger after seeing the commercials. That, he
says, shows the commercials are effective. Thank
goodness, he is only in charge of the Transport
Department and not lhe Statistics Departments!
Anyway, the commercials had better have some
effect because they were said to have cost a bomb to
mate. Unfortunately, the same effect does not seem
appan:nt in another of the minister's pet projects car-pooling. Like that other lmtily- implemented
scheme of brealh-analysers, car-pooling was
implemented without the necesay support and
enforcement back-up. Basically, the scheme depended
on people's goodwill, which appears k> be in rather short
SIJA)Iy in Kuala Lumpur where the traffic is the pits.
Thus. the c.-pooling idea seems to have fallen ink> the
pool where most groggy idea. end up.
Frankly, the number' of ~boos that have come to
be associared with the MCA presidentoflale would have
sent most Ministers in truly democratic countries packing
their briefcaa and moving out of the Cabinet ckxx'.
Barely has the heat from the umpteenth aiqxxt blaze
cooled down, then he
up and about, making excuses
fm the delay of the very expensive elecbic train projecL
His fingerw<R appears to be better than that seen in
Shaolin martial arts movies chmned out by Hong Kong
Sludios - point here, point there. Maybe we ought to
remind him that when the index finger points out, the
remaining fingers point at himself.

w•

Obedience does pay. That seems to be the message
from Sakaran Dandai's appoinbnent k> the governorship
of Sabah. Never had the Federal Gowmment enjoyed a
the
penon of Sakaran who had a brief and completely
WISpCCiaCular speD • Chief Minister. It was said that he
defened to Kuala Lumpur on even the simplest and
amailest of things. Fer instance, when uked when the
lfaMst Festival ought k> be held. he said: "Nand, tanya
KL:
And now that he is in the Governor's hotl<le, are we
to expect 11KR locked gates in the event that the
Fedenll-bacted parties lose in future elections? The
positive thing is that the present a.ief Minister is said to
be more dlicient and in possession of greata' grey matter.
Fer instance he has said: "'four job is to affix a saamp on
an envelqJe, we need not ask our superior whether we
should use water, gum m saliva." k will be interesting to
see how he stands up to his Federal lords and masters.

11101e submissive m deferential adminisbator than in

Politicians in Sarawak, it was reported, are using
karoake and concerts to lure the village folk to attend their
ceramah and talks. SUPP, the ruling party in the stale, is
said to be using such entertainment to great effecL In
between songs and dances by singers and cultural troupes
brought in by the VOO>-seeking party, are e~ of
government policies and, of course, appeals fm votes.
Brainw~g the electorate with a retinue of song and
dance is not an entirely new concepL A similar approach
was used dming the fifties and sixties fm ea::h and every
election except that instead of karoakes, there would be
movies.
That such soog-and-dance routines have succeeded
in drawing the crowds is undmiable. The politicians are
very anxious about support from these communities. The
livelihoods of many longhouse communities seem to be
in the balance between what they see as a traditional way
of life and what the government calk development One
immedialely thinks of the gargantuan Bakun Dam that
will displace thousands of natives, namely Penans.
Many of them are confused about what is in sue fm
them and their children and are likely k> end up worse
than they already are despite assurances by the
authmties. It's ttue that the longhouse communities
enjoy merry-malcing of the song, dance and wine type.
But lanoke-ing with politicians is quilie different
altogether. If they aren't careful, they may find that they
may be literally selling their votes fm a soog in the
coming general election.

"Those able k> deliver goods by lonies will be
promoted radler than those who deliver by
wheelbarrows, irrespective of their length of service."
Those were the words of the a.ief Justice of the Federal
Court, EusoffOUn, the man who replaced Hamid Omar
as the head of the judiciary. He may have meant wen, but
his warning to judges to buck .., has, it is said, led some
lawyers and others to fear that the new chief of the
judiciary appreciates Slatistics without looking into what
they Sland fm.
Will judgements by the lorryload mean a decline in
the quality of justice? As it is, there are now so many
stmes about the alleged incompetence to be found on the
Bench, especially in the magislrate COUI1s where, it is
claimed, many inexperienced magislrates have stumbled
over their robes in dispensing justice.

The Penang government is one of those terribly
insecure crealureS which cons1andy has to~ itself
that it is the leader in a variety of things - in economic
development, in education, in having the longest and the
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increasing their prices by ahefty20 sen, which WOib out
to an inause of between 28 to 43 per cenL The
publislas pleaded that the price of newspint had gone
up phenomenaDy. It appeared that Malaysian publishers
depended aDely m impoded newsp'int. Ufe is indeed
full of irony. Millions oftonnes of lop cut down and we
haw to impm paper!

The Mona Pandey trial, as the pa~eCUtion of the
alleged munlerers of the fmner Pahang assemblyman
Mazlan Idris has come to be known, is really more than
just about violence and crime. It is a vecy irderesaing stoy
of man's greed fcx- money, position and power. And as
the lrial pogresses. it would appear that politicians, in
Ibis case UMNO Baru politicians, .-e pepued to go to
the r. end to win COYeled posilions in the party.
The tesdmony of Mona's husband has revealed a
sbing of political przsonalities Slrefching from Pahang to
Seatp llld seems to confinn the widely-held
. that most Malay politicialw tum to bomohs
:::::.'wcrldly souroes fcx- help to climb that slippery
and treacherous ladder known as political power.
Mazlan was JqXXted as being willing to pay RM2.S
million fcx-a songlcok llld tongkat that he believed would
help him become Menteri ~ of Pahang. He was
appRntly determined at all cosls to win first the division
c:hainnan's post llld from there, the stale liaison
c:hainnan's posilion whk:h would guarantee him the
MB's at. It must be lrUe then, all thole stories
cRu1atina cUing the UMNO Baru election last year, of
eatain figmes who spent up to a million ringit just to
aecure the division chaimull's post.
Surely, afta' that testimmy, any Merderi Des. seen
wa1Da1 around in a songlcok and holding a tpngkat will
nev. seem normal to us again. But the scariest part is
that Ibis is the calibre of people aspiring to political
leadership. People, mediocre at best, who tum tobomoh.r
fcx- help to win elections and who are Jli'CI)Rd to spend
millions of ringgit doing so. It is difficult to believe that
aD Ibis effixt is fcx- the love of serving the rakyal.

•
ANIMA ORMAN
A bus clrher in Nigaia thought the figure by the
roadside was m ne1ope mel decided, fcx- the fun of it.
todriwhis bus over the animal. But what he thought was
an lllimaiiUined out to be aman, in fact, none other than
a road safety official. It is sickening that people think it
fun 10 run down animals Ibis way. And the person in
question is clearly asadistic man whose behaviour seems
wcne dal my animaL

•
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The figures .e amunding k> say the least - 70,(XX)
duplicate names sbUck off the new electoral roll If not
for anything else, the figures have cast the greatest doubt
on the Election Commission's registration of voters. Two
possibilities for the large nwnber of this !D1 of bhmder
were offered by the Commission's secretary: First, it
could be the would-be voters' fault in writing down the
wrong nwnber for their identity card. Second, the
mistake may have been committed by Commission staff

when keying-in the IC nwnbers ink> the computer.
Both reaow would not have been so difficult to
swallow if the nwnbers had not been so big. In fact, it
amounts to an error rate of more than 10 per cenL Are
our potenbal vo1ers such idiocs that they cannot even
write their IC nwnbers ccrrecdy or is the Commission
employing incompetent computer Slaff? Many people
think the publems lie at source, namely with the kind of
people employed by the Commission to man the
registration centres that are to be found in coffeeshops
and even shopping malls.
The registration officers, it is said, are appointed by
the Disbict Office which, as we all know. are not the most
impartial of people when it comes to politics. In fact,
many IX>s and ADOs are UMNO Baru members. and
there are numerous examples of them later going on to
contest elections. Yet the Commission appears reluctant
to point the fing« at them, prefening to blame the public
and even its own s1aff.
Eatier on. it had been repOOed that more than 20,(XX)
Wfel's had been transferred from their previous
consliluencies without their knowledge. The FJection
Commission secretary declined to name the political
parties involved leading readers to immediately conclude
that the fraud must have involved the component parties
of the ruling coalition.
k would be very easy to investigale where these
duplicate ICs originate from by tracing them back to the
registration centres and the clerks involved. But again,
the Commission seems p;nlysed. It is inconceivable that
the Commission, which is now often invited to observe
elections abroad, cannot even come up with a more
convincing explanation for this foul-up. Pedlaps we need
a new chainnan and qualified computer staff at the
Election Commission?

that Malaysians lack depth in their analysis and thinking.
And now that the geneml election is coming around.
there is bound to be a whole load of propaganda that is
enough to make one's stomach twn. In fact, apart from
doing away with the licence fees, we demand that the
government pays us compensation for the propaganda
we have to endure on TV and radio dming general
elections.

Poor Nazri. his wild saampede in a Olina shop over
the Rahim sex scandal appears to have blown his political
chances for the momenL rust, he offered to step down
as UMNO Baru Youth chainnan and then, he announced
that he would not be contesting the general election (as
though the latter is for him to decide!). He obviously
found out k>o late that he is just not one of Anwar's boys.
And what does it lake to be one of Anwar's boys. We
are told that an important prerequisite is that you have to
be a member of ABIM, the NGO which was the
springboard for Anwar's ascent to political position and
pow«. ABIM is now an influential force on both national
and international issues and several of its present and past
leaders were recently reported to be preparing to contest
the general election.
At least six of them have been identified by the
non-mainstream media as electoral candidates and as if
to confirm the rumours, they have stepped down from
their positions in ABIM since the orpUsation's
constitution bars members of political parties from
holding office. In fact, it was said that Anwar had wanted
to place one of them as chainnan of UMNO Baru Youth
after Rahim was shown the backdoor, but the idea was
apparently shot down by his party boss.
Thus, when Mahathir appeared to defend Rahim
despite the wide public perception that he had slept with
the 15-year-old, some people saw it as a major difference.
in saance between Mahathir's camp and Anwar's boys
since the latter were influential in pressing Anwar k> take
a strong position against Rahim.
Meanwhile, Anwar has expressed gratitude over the
PM's declaration that there is no rift between them. He

isafterall,Mahathir'sman. Wehavenodoubtaboutthat.
but then, the real rift is perhaps not so much between
Mahathir and Anwar as it is between Super Daim and
(less-super) Anwar. A regional magazine in a aitical
repcxt
Malaysia's privatisation, said among other
things that Daim's men have delivered the goods while
projects given to Anwar's people have been less than

on

Some consumers associations and trade unions have
suggested that the goyernment abolish the fees for

television licences and we could not agree more given
some of the fare now offered. We get an overdose of
so-caiJcd entenaiMient pogrammes from America and
then we .e accused of losing our lraditional values.
Everyday, there is one gameshow or another- in fact,
there .e now even local pneshows - and we are told

lacklustre.

Another way in which Malaysians have shown
themselves to be big spenders in the most elitist of ways
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is the demand f<r vehicles like the RoDs-Royce and
Jaguar.It seems that the companies with the franchise to
bring in such cars have Uta"ally sauck gold. The cars are
selling like hotcakes and buyers do not bodler with any
instabnent scheme but pay up with one fat cheque.
As f<r those who covet such pesti~ wheels but
cannot find that one fat cheque, it is quite likely that they
may have turned k> secondhand models which, very
unf011unafely, may be stolen cars. A recent repm
revealed that at at 12 such vehicles are believed to have
been bought by Malaysians. Doo't be surpised then if
you next read that some weD-heeled member' of the
royalty' busine8s tycoon (X' politician is driving stolen
goods.

The debate over wheda Categ<ry A teachers ought
to be allowed to be active in politics has been
inconclusive. There has, surprisingly, been quite a bit of
suppm f<r the idea. citing the reason that this would
enllqe the pool of potential poUticalleaders. They point
to MegatJunid,a

former teacher
who abandoned
the claBoom
f<r Parliament,
not that he is to
be seen that often
in the tanez. In
fact, he is one of
the noe infrequent faces in

Partinent
(Maybe it was a
good thing that
he quit teaching
otfltntise
he
may have turned
out to be one of
those
"MC
teachersj.

But frankly, do we want those in cluqe of our
children to be active in this thing known as politics. It will
mean less time to pepare lessons <r even k> tum up f<r
classes. w(X'!Je yet, teachers may carry some of their
classroom habits ink> their polilical Ufe - like talking
down to their pupils, mlering them around, thinking that
they are the fountain of all knowledge, etc, all of which
are not exacdy the best of the democnldc traditions that
we aspire to. And if teachers nowadays arerqxxtedly the
apadlelic lot that they are said to be, imagine what they
may be like as politicialw.
-bJNNP-
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EDUCATION

Alternatives
for Malaysian
Higher Education
Wbere are we heading as far as Malaysian
Higher Education is concerned? In this
article, JOMO K.S. gives a critical review
of existing higher education policies and
suggests some very viable alternatives like
open university. and bilingual policy.
malaise of higher (tertiary) education in
Malaysia is historically and politically rooted. The
status quo is wasteful, debilitating and cmmterproductive in terms of national goals and ambitions.

TI

SITUATION FAVOURABLE FOR
REFORM
Fortunately, however, there is currently aconjWlCture
of developments which allows f<X" the bold political
solutions w-gendy needed to deal with the main problems.
Most irnpmandy, the Prime Minister has won
widespread endorsement f<X" his modernizing Vision
2020, and hence, bold educational ref<X'IDS can be instituted in line with this vision.
FurthernMn, the current Minister of Education is not
from UMNO, IKX' f<X" that matter are either of the deputy
ministers- f<X" the first time in hist<X'y.
In other words, the Ministry is in a better position,
than ever bef<Xe, to institute refonns without having to
play to the gallery <X" to look over its shoulder as much as
it might otherwise have to.
Of course, many problems need to be addressed;
including the equity and efficiency implications of educatimal expenditure in genenl, spending and curricular
piOOties. nepotism and political criteria in university
appoinbnents, 'ovedcill' in control of Malaysian universities, academic standards and staff morale as well as the
institutimal inflexibilities due to lack of autonomy.
While some problems may be considered inevitable
due to the rapid expansion which has taken place, many
odlc:rs .-e now well recognized. though not necessarily
publicly acknowledged. f<X" a variety of reasons.
1he consequences are many, certainly too numerous
to spell out hel'e, but the situation is still salvageable, f<X"
otherwise thel'e would be no point in writing this.

In these circumstances, it is crucial f<X" the authorities
to consider bold pqJOS8Is for ref<X'm, including the
following, which only deal with certain limited aspects
of tertiary education.

TERTIARY EDUCATION AS BIG
BUSINESS
Instead Ofdealing with the problems of tertiary education head on, thus far, the authmties seem to have
prefmed to side-step the main issues by taking a seemingly laissez faire attitude towards Jrivate tertiary education, with f<X"mer seno Education Ministry officials
prominent in the profit-oriented private initiatives.
The result is that tertiary education is now big business, with a great deal of money unnecessarily flowing
out of the country to universities, mainly in the UK, US
and the British Dominions, their agents and their staff.
Employment requirements, particularly in the public
sect<X', historical and cultural prejudices as well as p-ofessional 'closed shops' have resulted in the high premiums
attached to academic credentials, especially from these
Western sources.
The (now much eroded) state monopoly on tertiary
education, ethnic quotas and language policy have
resulted in a situation where f<X" at least a decade, the
national elites have had little confidence in Malaysian
universities and generally prefer to have their children
educated abroad.

F<X" those in the Muslim elite concerned about some
of the cultural consequences of doing so, the preferred
option may be the International Islamic University <X"
even the Mara Institute of Tectmology, where the lingua
franca, for all intents and purposes, is English.
Drastic fee increases in the British Commonwealth in
the eighties, the depreciation of the ringgit in the mideighties and the cultural liberalization in the country
during the same peri¢ have seen the mushrooming of
various profit-<Xiented tertiary educational institutions in
the country, generally in collaboration with institutions
abroad, with mixed consequences.
While the students' families are generally apJnCiative of the oppct1unity to save some money, there are
serious concerns about standards as well as the limited
dent these initiatives have inade on education-related
'invisible' payments abroad. Is there an alternative?

OPEN UNWERSITY
With the fiscal problems of the mid-and late-eighties,
serious attention was given to developing an qJen university in Malaysia. Careful examination of the British Open
University's teaching materials and experience remind us
that, for certain subjects at 1ea1t. academic standards need
not be cornpumi.sed by distance learning.
Perhaps most importantly, a govenunent-endm'sed
open university option in Malaysia provides a relatively
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low cost alternative to Malaysians. especially mature
students seriously~ in the pursuit of knowledge,
radlerthanacademiccn:dentials.underrelativelycost-effiCient. but non-pofit OOented auspices.
It is widely alleged that ethnic considelations have
been pivately invoked against an open university
prqKl8al f<X" Malaysia as it is •gued ihat its establishment
would fwther 'upset' the ethnic balance among Wliversity graduates.
Besides 'cutting off one's nose to spite one's face',
this •gument does not hold up to close scrutiny as the
majority of unsuccessful applicants to Malaysian Wliversities are in fact Bwniputra. The availability of such an
qJtion ~ actually impove, rather than worsen the
ethnic balance.
It would also enhance competition with existing
Wliversities, the various 'twinning' and overseas study
qJtions. ensuring that students and their families get
better valuefor money.
It would also considerably reduce foreign exchange
outflows, thus improving Malaysia's invisible trade
balance. The national interest is not particularly enhanced
by having the highest~ of university-level students abroad (amoog all countries except the smallest
ones which lack universities of their own), as is currently
the case.
It would be a relatively low cost option"to signifiCalltly increase the quality of human resources in the country
very rapidly to bring our human resoun:e poftle much
closer to those of other late industrializing countries.
· Many- some would argue, most- Malaysian students
abroad are not in the beUer academic institutions, but are
there because of limited oppOOunities in Malaysia in the
case of most_non-Bumiputras, and owing to institutional
ineltia and convenience in the case of the governmentsponsored Bumipuba students.
Mlst people involved are quite aware of this, resulting in • academic caste consciousness and high
pemiums attached to association with the ffi<X'e reputable
institutions, regardless of their actual value.
Perhaps. most impmantly,an open Wliversity option
in Malaysia would enhance the relevance of student
cwricula f<X" students outside the official Malaysian
university system.

BIUNGUAUSM?
The advtne consequences of monolingualism at the
wtdergraduatc levd in Malaysian universities are now
self-evident. Mm'e impMantly. the main victims of the
policy .-e the saudents and the universities themselves.
At the ria of exalgeration (some would argue. understalement). eifectivdy monolingual students currently take at least twice as long to undenland half as much
as their l l l ( f t eifectivdy bilingual <X" lrilingual countel'parts Iince almost all university readings beyond the first
~level in most subjects 1ft in English.
Graduates from Malaysian universities are also effectively dilcriminated apinSt when they sedc employment

because of their alleged inferimty in COOlmunication
(read 'English language') skills ffi<X'e than anything else.
While this has long been true of the private sectm", as
is widely acknowledged, this has also become increasingly true of the public !lflCl<X' as wen. especially in the
last half decade.
With the government's COOlmibnent to p-one the
public !lflCl<X', such problems faced by Malaysian Wliversity graduates will only worsen.
To circumvent existing government regulations,
some Wliversity administrations delibcntely prefer to
hire foreigners over Malaysians - albeit at greater cost as they can then ffi<X'e easily justify offering their courses
in English - rather than Malay - under existing regulations.
To be sure, rectifying this situation will ~'!Quire efforts
at other levels, as weD. Remedial work cannot be left to
the universities alone.
Pemaps. f<X" example, the period of over half a year
between the end of school and the beginning of the
university tel'm could be beUer used to enhance student's
language and nwneracy skills.
Ensuring that Malaysian undergraduates are effectively bilingual need not compromise our commitment to
consolidating the position of our national language,
though Education Ministry policy sometimes appears to
send the wrong signals.
The recent official reversal from Bahasa Malaysia to
Bahasa Melayu (and then, perbaps, back again), f<X" instance, has been variously interpreted in different circles,
almost always with negative implicati<g f<X" national
unity and integration, rather than with a view to linguistic
correctness.

ONE MALAY LANGUAGE
To end on a controversial note, Malaysians COOlmitted to the national language have to ask themselves
whether the deve~ of the 1ang\Jage is best served
by separate development from the Indonesian language.
Swallowing some national pride and deliberately
trying once again to integrate m<X'e closely with Indonesia would impove the 'scale economies' so crucial
to the viability of the language's meaningful deveq,menl
In other wools, in the long run, there is not enough
room in this world for the separate development, viability
and survival of two dialects of Malay. (Consider the fate
of Dutch, Afrikaan and Flemish, or what might have
happened if, say. different English dialects became
mutually unintelligible in their written f<X'mS).
Thus, ((X' instance, the entire copus of material already available in Bahasa Indonesia, including their
generally ffi<X'e nurnt20US and much faster translations.
would become m<X'e readily accessible to Malaysians.
We cannot move fcxward as a naaion if we foolishly
comfm ourselves that our achievements thus far have
been entirely due to the best of policies. The way f<X"Ward
requires us to reject this Fool's ~· •

HUMAN RIGHTS

Rights: Getting It Right
In the previous issue, we carried an article
'Rhetoric and Realities' by Dr Kua Kia
Soong which criticised several aspects of
the.recent Just World Trust conference on
'Rethinking Human Rights'. Dr Mahathir,
who delivered the key-note address, did
not have the credentialS to grace a human
rights conference, Kua said.

JUST director DR CHANDRA
MUZAFFAR responds (below) by calling
for a more holistic approach to the
understanding of human dignity - an
approach rooted in the belief in God.
Using such a ._lanced approach which
also encompassess economic, sodal and
cultural rights, he argues that Malaysia's
human rights record, its blemishes
included, is far more respectable than that
of many other countries.

r. Kua Kia Soong's article ('Rhetoric and
R~~· AliranMoni'!JY 199414:11)onJUS~'s

D

Rethinking

Hu~

Rights conference contains

numerous rnilconceptions and misinterp'etations which,
if left unchecked, would creaae a grossly distorted picture

of the meeting and its objccti~.

Invitation to Dr. ·Maluzthir
The invitalDt k> Dr. Mahathir Mohamad to deliver
the keynote address had a great deal to do with the
pimary focus of the conference. In the very fust ciicular
issued on the conference way back in Jooe 1994, JUST
explained why any attempt to rethink human rights must
begin with acritiqueofWestem global domination which
Nw. not only shaped the character and content of human
rights but baa allo generated adverse consequences fc:r
the human rightl and human dignity of five-sixths of
humanity. Dr. MahadUr is one of the few wodd leaders
who have been very concerned about this often neglected
dimension of human rights.
Hia preacnce - contrary to what Kua would like to
think - was well received by the vast majority of participllntlas evinced by the avalanche of leUers that have

reached us since the conference. News reports in leading
dailies in OUna, India, Pakistan, Indonesia and Iran
among other countries provide further proof that our
choice was a logical one.
What is illogical is the suggestion that just because
we had invited Dr. Mahathir to a conference with a
specific objective, we endoole his position on each and
evecy aspect of human rights. By way of analogy, since
some of the prominent speakers invited to our conference
also happen to suwm gay rights, does it follow that
JUST also advocates gay rights? As far as our conference
was concerned. it was their detennination to expose the
negative impact of Western global domination upon
human rights - and not their stand on gay rights - that
mattered.

I have not ceased to point out,
whenever the occasion arises,
that there are certain
shortcomings In the human
rights situation In our country.
Just a month before the
conference I stated quite
unequivocally in a local
newspaper Interview that the
Internal Security Act (/SA) Is
wrong In principle.••
I have also argued for greater
public accountability and the
need to accommodate alternative
Ideas within our political
system.
In any case my position and the position of other
JUST Trustees on various human rights issues in
Malaysia is crystal clear. Though JUST's primary foe~
is global politics, I have not ceased to point out, whenever
the occasion arises, that there are certain shcxtcomings in
the human rights situation in our coun&ry.Just a month
before the conference I stated quite unequivocally in a
local newspaper intelview that the Internal Security Act
(ISA) is wrong in principle. There have been other times

What Is illogical is the
suggestion that just because
had invited Dr. Mahathir to a
conference with a specific
objective, we endorse his
position on each and every
aspect of human rights.

in the last two <X" three years when I have also argued f<X"
greater public accountability and the need· to accommOdate alternative ideas within our political system.
S.M Mohamed Idris, the Chairman of JUST, continues
- through other NGO channels - to organise and articulate
the rights of displaced farmers, marginalised wban
dwellers and uprooted indigenous communities. Yet
another Trustee, Mohideen Abdul Kadir, has been in the
forefront of countless legal battles on behalf of the
deprived and disadvantaged segments of Malaysian
society. To put it in a nutshell, there is no need for anyone
to pontifiCate to us on human rights issues in Malaysia.

Southem Elites
Neither do we need to be told what · the role of
Southern elites is in the 'global scheme of things.' If one
took a cursory look at JUST's books, commentaries and
statements in the last two years one would not fail to
notice that we have been extremely critical of the complicity of elites in the South in the perpetuation of global
domination. At the conference itself, a number of
speakers, among them Ashis Nandy, Claude Alvares, Fan
Yew Teng, Iqbal Asaria. Jeremy Seabrook, Martin Khor,
Richard Falk and TlSSa Balasuriya chastised economic,
political, cultural and intellectual elites in the South for
pursuing development models and policies which only
help the North to maintain its iron grip upon the vast
majority of humanity. It is a pity Kua did not attend the
conference; otherwise he would have had a better idea of
what actually transpired at the tw<Hiay meeting.

Japan and the West

Western global domination in all its varied dimensions
(ranging from the political and the military to the cultural
and the intellectual) which has had the greatest impact
upon the human rights of millions and millions of human
beings in the non-Western world in the last two hundred
years.

Balanced Approach
In his comments on Japan just as in his remarks on
Southern elites and the Malaysian leadership, Kua adopts
a condemnatory stance rather than an evaluative approach. In this regard it is important to note that even in
our strong criticism of the injustices perpetrated by the
dominant centres of power in the West we are only too
ready to acknowledge the virtues of the West.. In my
opening speech at the conference f<X" instance I observed
that "there are elements in that (Western) tradition- from
the concept of an independent judiciary to the principle
of the legitimacy of dissent - which have enhanced both
the dignity of the human being and the value of human
civilisation". Kua. on the other hand, is not prepared to
concede that while there are weaknesses in the Malaysian
human rights situation, there are also certain strengths
which should be recognised

We have been extremely critical
of the complicity of elites in the
South in the perpetuation of
global domination.

It is because Kua was not at the conference that he is
not aware that at least three guest speakers and a handful

of participants took Japan to task f<X" some of its economic
policies towards the South. In my own writings on Japan
in recent years, many of which have appeared in Japanese
newspapers and journals. I have pointed out that Japanese
policies on trade and tectmology have sometimes been
Wlfair to South-East Asia. In any case there was no reason
f<X" our conference to concentrate upon Japan since it is

If we viewed human rights as it should be viewed. as
a holistic concept embracing not just civil and political
rights but also economic, social and cultural rights, apart
from the rights of communities and nations, then
Malaysia has a human rights record that is far JD<X'e
respectable than that of many other COWltries in the wOOd.
By reducing absolute poverty from 49.3 per cent in 1970
to 12.8 per cent in 1992; by increasing the literacy rate
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from 60 per cent in 1970 to 85 per cent in 1993; by
extending and expanding health and medical facilities to
evecy n<d and cranny in the countty; by p-oviding
employment to almost the entire populace; by enhancing
social mobility f<X" a substantial segment of society within
a single genemaion, Malaysia has Wldoubtedly given real
meaning to a whole host of economic and social rights.
At the same time it has potected the right of even the
most miniscule ethnic group in the country to use its own
language, practise its own religion and adhere to its own
culture in a manner that has few parallels anywhere in the

It is important to note that even
in our strong criticism of the
injustices perpetrated by the
dominant centres of power in the
West we are only too ready to
acknowledge the virtues of the
West •••

There are elements in that
(Western} tradition- from the
concept of an independent
judiciary to the principle of the
legitimacy of dissent • which
have enhanced both the dignity
of the human being and the
value of human civilisation.
W<X"ld. Besides, there is - even our harshest critics will
have to admit - some space and scope f<X" dissent in
Malaysia. It is equally important to emphasise - given the
overwhelming power of global forces today - that
Malaysia is ooe of the few states in the international
system that is willing to assert its rights as a nation and to
espouse the cause of other nations on matters pertaining
to human rights and social justice.
These and other strengths in our human rights situation should of course be weighed against the weaknesses.
Only then will a balanced picture emerge which is reflective of the real situation in our country. Malaysian human
righg activists like Kua should adopt a balanced appuach meauing our pluses against our minuses. When
I was President of Aliran, I would, whenever possible,
begin by enumerating on the positive aspects of a particular issue or episode confronting the nation bef<xe
detailing the negative dements. My colleagues and I
found Chis a more effective way of convincing people of
the importance of defending a Cel'lain right <X" standing up
f<X" a Cel'lain cause.

Holistic View
It is not just the lack of ba1an<;e which is dismaying ;
Kua's article also reveals an inability or mtwillingness to
come to grips with some of the larger issues involved in
the rethinking of human rights. In fact Kua scoffs and
scorns the whole idea. He even alleges that the JUST
"rethinkers" have not "come up with any new formulations for our coosiderJtioo". This is not true at all.
The earliest seeds of "rethinking" can be found in my
writings at the very inception of Aliran - writings which
sought to address the question of the human being and
human dignity from the perspective of God Consciousness. These initial thoughts were later developed in my "
Spiritual Wmdview" in One God: many paths (1980)
and in a series of articles written in 1982 and 1983 which
eventually became a whole section in my NEP, Development and Alternative Consciousness (1989 ). In "Towards
a Spiritual Vision of the Human Being" which served as
an overview to Aliran's 1991 book entitled The HllmQ/I
Being I elaboolted upon and analysed the concept of the
human being as God's vicegerent on earth fulftlling
hWher responsibilities and upholding ~ rights in
hannony with spiritual values and principles.
Since stepping down from the leadership of Aliran I
have had much more scope to develop these ideas -which
is what I have been doing through JUST. F<X" the global
arena, wilike the national setting, affords m<n OJIIUtunities foc probing larger civilisational questions such as
differing perceptions of the human being, the clash between materialistic and spiritual worldviews, the place of
secular ideas and the role of religious values in the
S<H:alled 'new wOOd order' and so on. In the last three
years I have written a number of papers and delivered
countless lectures on themes related to this quest f<X" a
broader, more holistic vision of the human being and
human dignity. I would be happy to send some of these
papers to Kua. He may like to know that there is quite a
bit of interest in this attempt to evolve a universal vision
of human dignity which goes beyond human rights as
defined by the Western liberal tradition among various
groups in not only Asia and Africa but also in Europe and
the United States.
The essence of this alternative vision of human dignity can be summarised as follows :Rights which are not confined to civil and political
liberties (unlike the Western liberal tradition) but
encompass the whole gamut of economic, social and
cultural rights. This comprehensive approach to
rights is much closer to the concept of human rights
embodied in various United Nations documents.
While it constitutes a serious attempt to break out of
the 'human rights are synonymous with civil and
political liberties' equation so pervasive in current
human rights discourse, this approach does not, it
must be emphasised, negate the freedom of expression <X" the freedom of assembly oc any other freedom
contained in UN documents. Rather it seeks tore~
cate civil and political
rights within a largcr

speclnml oi rights.
•
A concept oi freedom which goes beyond individual
freedom. Individual freedom is oi course crucial but
it is not the be-all and end-all oi human existence. It
can neYer be the ultimate meaiU'C oi right and wrong.
Collecti\'C rights CX' cooununitarian rights are also
important. Individual. rights and col1ective rights
should be bBianced within ·a lllCX'e holistic view of
human dignity.
A notion oi human rights which Clanscends the nation-state to embrace the
entire global system.
Given the increasing significance of the global system, the observance and the violation oi human rights
at the global level becomes a matter of unp-ecedented impMance. Indeed, some of the most hm'endous human rights violations in recent decades have
been committed by global actors lOCh as the Multinational OxpCX'ation (MNC), Union Carbide, in the
case oi
the Bhopal tragedy CX' the Intematiooal
Monetary Fund (IMF) in the case of
debt secvicing.
A concept oi rights which is linked to responsibilities
since rights and
responsibilties fCX' the most part
of human histoy have been intimately
interwoven with one another. Hwnan dignity depends on
the exercise oi both rights and responsibilities.
Rights aAd responsibilities which in tum are rooted in
eternal, universal moral and spiritual values and JXinciples. It is these values and pinciples which should
provide the framewtXk fCX' lhe struggle to enhance
human dignity.
A concept oi the human being u the trustee of these
values and principles. As trustee, the human being
seeks to transform himsel{ftaself and hWher fellow
human beings in accordance with these values and
principles. The rights and
n:sponsibilities he/she
possesses are, in that sense,only the means towards a
greate1 goal: the goal of ensuring human dignity.
Belief in, and consciousness of, God as the foundation
of this holistic view of human dignity. Indeed. the
essence of human dignity within this wOOdview is
that divine spark in the human being. To fulfil hisAtet
rok as God's trus&ee CX' vicegerent on earth, the
human being must remain actively conscious oi the
fact lhal it is God who is the Ultimate Source of
h~ values, rights and
responsibilities. What
this means in reality is that neitla freedom DCX' justice, neitla the individual DCX' the community, has
an existence outside God.
In this connection, one must remind Kua that one
cannot advocate the incapool&ion oi •lOCh clearly lllCX'e
pogressi\'C lalamic values ( such as the rejection oi
detention without trial) in the Southern countries. and yet
at the same time <bide the •subordination of the individual to a Tmnscendental Reality•. FCX' the vecy name
Islam means submitting to God. How can one pooh-pooh
submission to God but prq1011e that values derived from

Islam be included in some new fCX"mulation on h1H1li111
rights? It suggests that Kua is either ign<nnt oi the root
and structure of Islamic values CX' that he is not sincere
about incorpoolting 1sJamic values.
However, if he had attended ow conference he would
ha\'C obtained a better understanding of the real meaning
of rights and responsibilities cast within a spiritual- moral
womb. He would have benefited from the presentations
of Mahmoud Ayoub, Muddather Abdel-Rahim, Richard
Falk and others.Even some of the interventions from the
floCX' displayed a solid grasp of what an alternative vision
of human dignity would entail.
Finally, it is sad that Kua and others like him have
adopted such a negative attitude towards a conference
which many others inside and outside the country have
described as a •turning point' in the human rights movement. No other NGO meeting in Malaysia, CX' South-East
Asia fc:.: that matter, had received such wide media
coverage - newspapers, journals and even radio stations
in at least 40 to 45 countries from Vietnam to the West
Indies gave some space to the event. What is more
signifacant. the vast majority oi them endorsed

The global arena, unlike the
national setting, affords more
opportunities tor probing larger
civilisational questions sch as
differing perceptions of the
human being. the clash between
materialistic and spiritual
worldviews, the place of secular
ideas and the role ot" religious
values in the so-called 'new
world order' and so on.

wholeheartedly the attempt to evaluate critically, and in

a comp-ehensive manner, the impact of Western global
domination upon human rights and the endeavour to
evolve, however tentatively, an alternative vision of
human dignity guided by universal spiritual and mcnl
values embodied in our religions. Many of them have
urged JUST to build upon the momentum generated by
the conference because they see it as one of thnoie rare
oppmunities •to create a sen of global movement' which
will fight fCX' the dignity of the poCX' and powerless
majOOty within the human family.
Of course, we will continue to ha\'C our detractos.
But it will not deter us. There is an old Uzbek proverb
which says, -n.e clogs bart but the caravan goes on· •

COMMUNICATIONS

CROSS WIRES

Malaysia's cable makers are in a flap over contracts
S. Jayassnkaran In Kuala Lumpur

w:

Tclekom Malaysia
recently awan:lcd a big fi~

year coolmct to suwlY its
teleJime ~ the nabmal phone
mility decided l> widen the playing

field. The result Two relatively mknown canpmies have received a
stwe of the business alongside
Malaysia's ftu biggest ~
cable makers. Both newcaners lack
fa:ilities l> make teJeptooe cables.
The new entrants are GUIUUlg
Petaling, a fonnerproperty devequ,
and MiJti Cabk, a small company
making wires f<X" eledrooic components in the soolhem If* of Jdu.
Togedler they have been aw.Wed one
third of the Tclekom Malaysia coo11act, which in klCal is w<Xth M$1.6
billion (US$656 million).
The award, which hasn't been
rqutcd in the media, 1m infuriatOO
the ftu bigger companies. They have
nuinely shared coolracts l> !IJWiy
Telekom Malaysia. which is 71%
owned by the FinR:e Mini!Uy. "This
is bread and tuk:r business l> us," a
senD" executive atone c:l the f<Usays
glomlily. "Tdekml is our biggest
aRllner and we alkx:Z capacity accmling mtheir demand projectioos."
GIUUIIIg Petaling and Mitti Cabk
will Dire the benefits c:l a IOCtalive
~ TclqJhone<ablemakers are
reckoned by analya m earn gmiS
~ margn of about 40%. Given
lhe profits l> be made and the ease with
"Which cablc-making *ills can be ac~ a canpany's track record has
liUJe m oo widt winning a conttact.
"Te:chdogy can always be bought,"
says a IICI1D govemmert <fficial.
Gwuut1 Petaling is a wholly
owned aJbsidiary c:l Kuala LumpurWiod Malaysion Resowces, a rapidly
emerging cmglomerafe that has

recently woo a
slew of government-related licences and contracts

f<X" power-generation,
1elecoms
cables and plqlel'-

Leader-Universal Cables

2,400 ,000

48

develqJment
Principals
c:l

Uniphone
Furukawa Electric

1,000 ,000
1,000 ,000
600 ,000

20
20
12

ty

Malaysian

Company

Pa1r km

Fujikura Federal Cables

Resources
are
Totallndustry
known to be close
suworters
c:l
Malaysia's deplty
prime ffiinister, Datuk Seri Anw•
Jlnhim, wOO is also finaoce minister.
When Gunung Peta/ing initially
bid f<r the Telek<m Malaysia cootract
in 1993, it did not have a manufacuing liceoce. By the time the awards
were handed out in Jtme, however, its
licences were in place.
Telek<m Malaysia officials deny
that favowitism played a role in the
selectioo pucess. "Everything was
followed ~g to the plqlCI' pl"<}ceOOres," insiSts a se:nU <fficial at the
utility. "'t doesn't matter that two fa:taies .en 'tin Jl'O(Ioction yet We can
still get sawiY from the four existing
canpanies. Overall. the suwly of
cables l> Telekom isn't compromised."
That reauling leaves the four
cabie-mlllllacokl "I'm not sure what
we'D do; .ays lR>Iher exec~ve.
"ExpOOs 11m'teart and the OOmestic
market, aput from Telek<m, is negligible."
.
One of the established cablemaken is Leader-Universal Cables,
which is among the country's 25
largest listed companies based oo
market capitalisation. It makes alroo.1
SO% of Malaysia's telepOOne cables
and has nuinely derived that share
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5,000,000

1

1

ou

share

100

from Telekom Malaysia con1racts.
This time, however, it received just
31% of the cootract. Flllllkawa
Electric, an W1&1ed Japanese jOnt
vem.-e with Permodalan Nasional, a
state-owned invt3rnent company,
received 9.1 %.
Uniphone, a listed company that
has nearly 20% c:l Malaysia's

telephone-cable making capiCity' w.
aw.l'ded 12% of theconttact. Analysts
wOO 1raclc: the company's stock note
that Uniphone noonally receives 1520% of each five-year cootract.
Uniphone's revenues . from its
Telekom Malaysiacoolracts top about
M$70 million a Yf2· This Yf2's
award will bring in ooly alxU M$50
million.
Only Fujibua Federal Cables, an
~iafe of Ekran, a listed timberbased gnq> that's headqlB'ta'ed in
&nwak. might have less to grunble
about. Wiah 12% c:l the irkbllry's
cable-making capiCity' it ~ived
about 13% c:l the Telekom Malaysia

award.•
Source: Far Eastern Economic
Review, Hong Kong, September
15,1994

basis, with a standard f..-e scheduJe,
may clear up the deep-rooted resentment of the drivers.

RND OUT WHY TAXI

DRIVERS ARE
UNHAPPY
Aliran ca1Js on the government to
lodt into why the taxi drivers in the
Klang Valley 1R so unhappy that
they have had k> resm to protest
oction.
For many yea-s now, taxi drivers
in the capital have been complaining
of exploitative terms imposed by taxi
service comp;Mlies. Many of these
drivers have to work long hours just
to cover the payments for the purchase/hire of their vehicles from
these companies.
Politicians or individuals with
close political ties to the ruling parties, control these companies. More
often than not, they CIR little about
the interests of the taxi drivers, who
have seen their incomes dwindle as
they get stuck in the worsening traffic
jams in the Klang Valley.
Instead of threatening the taxi
drivers, AJiran urges the Transpm
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PROTECT
INTERESTS OF
FOREIGN WORKERS

T!WWpOI't Mlniaw: Protect laid

drivers from exploitation

Minister to examine how the taxi service companies and the p-esent system exploit the drivers. ~
allowing the drivers to hold licences
individually or on a C<q)el3tive

A1iran welcomes the move by the
Penang MIUC to ~n up its two
centres to the m<n than lO,<XX>
foreign workers in the state.
Similarly, we tqJe that the
MIUC branches in other states will
follow their lead in Jllt*Cting the
. interests of the million · or so
Bangladeshis, InOOnesians and
Filipinos in our counuy.
Aliran also calJs on the government to crack down on employers
who exploit these workers who me
o&n at tin mercy. All bendits and

incentives granted k> Malaysian
w~.

including EPF, Soc80,
medical compensation and bonus
payments, should be extended to
these facign wokers.
In addition, the government
should introduce legislation to make
it cornpulDy f<r companies to ~
vide decent and adeqwUe accommodation
f<r
facign
and
out-of-town w<Xkers. At present, it is
not oooornrnon f<rcertain companies
to squeeze in ~ 100 w<Xkers in a
single house.
In our drive towards deve~
ment, we should not be 80 blinded by
profits that we trample oo the wclfare
of <rdinary human beings.
P. Rtllffllluisluwt
Pnsilknt

5 January 1995

IMUSUM MEDIA,
PERMrr
WrrHDRAWN
Aliran is concerned that the
publishing permit of the Malaysianbased fortnightly newsmagazine,
Muslimedia lnlernalional, ·haB been
withdrawn by the Home Minimy
recently.
It is regrettable that the MinisUy
did not offez any specific justification
f<r the pennit revocation other than
the reason that "the Minister was
satisfied that, of late the cmtents of
Muslimedia threaten the public order
and national secwity of Malaysia".
This accusation was denied by the
newsmagazine's publishes in an explanatory leUel' to sulB:ribers.
Unless and Wltil an explicit explanation is given by the Home Min~
istry f<r the revocation, the publisher
of the newsmagazine, like any other
publishets, will not be able to know
really where and how he has offended the political, cultural andt<r
religious sensitivities of certain segments of the Malaysian society 80 as
to enable him to avoid such mistakes
in full£.

Besides, such an Wldemocratic
wou1d ooly strengthen the
suspicion that the autloides might in
fact pofit from ambiguity in editaial
~tion

and jownalistic restrictions as well as
from managed intel1ectual debate.
Finally, we urge the government
to reconsider its ban oo Muslimedia
lnlernalional and give its publisher
his Wliversal right to a fair and just

hearing.
Eucldit~e

ColfUIIitUt

7 January 1995

A PRICE TAG ON
CORRUPnON
CURBING
Aliran is disturbed by the recent
proposal that.policernm who reject
bribery will be awarded with acertain
swn of money. We fear that this may
have the effect of belittling sincere
and conscientious eff<rts in combating corruption 00 the part of the
policemen as well as other upright
citizeN of the country.
Indeed, to "conuncrcialise" a virtuous act of preventing bribery would

101 MUSEUMS IN
MALACCA
Aliran finds it ludicrous that a
small state like Malacca plans to have
101 museums (Str. 9.1.95} by the
year 2(00. Chief Minister Mohd Zin

Abdul Ghani said that 5 m<re
museums will be set ui> by Api1
bringing the present nwnbet to 16.
Even ten museums is way too
many f<r a tiny state like Malacca.
What is the Malacca government
trying.to achieve? Wouldn't it be
much~tohaveasinglehistorical

museum in Malacca housing the
many different exhibits under one
roof!
We should discard the mentality
of Wldenaking projects with an eye
oo the Guinness Book of Records.
Any development should benefit the
people and not ign<re the interests of
people, like the Portuguese fishing
commooity, f<r example, who are
crying out f<r help.
To build 101 museums in Malacca would be a total waste of public
fimds. That money would be far better utilised oo low-cost housing and
other projects to improve the quality
of life of ordinary Malaccans.
Jubal Lawnnct Lolll'tks
ExcoMtmbtr
U January 1995

ooly make a mockery of the teachings of the world's great reli ·
._.~:
gtOUS
uCIU.ItiOns. Bribery should be cmsideredreprehensible and disgraceful
by everyone - irrespective of
monetary rewards.
If tl_)e motive behind this proposal
is to give due recognition to those
policemen who successfully combat
cmuption, then these officers should
in the lmg run be considered f<r
promotion <r a pay rise. M<reovez,
the overall salary scheme of the
police foo:e should be reviewed and
improved in order to curb possible
temptation among ceatain police officers to take bribes.
In a cash-conscious society like
ours, such a rewarding proposal can
ovezwhelm the mcnl values that
many of us still treasure.
ExtcutiN Collllllillet
0
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KERPAN: WE NEED
RICE NOT PRAWNS
Aliran shares the anguish of the
rice fanning community in Kerpan

who are opposing a cootroversial
tiger JDWD fanning poject We are
deeply saddened by the arrests of 33
1andowners including 10 women,
who tried to defend theW land rights
by obsaructing the developer from
bringing in heavy machinery to level
the land.
.PrUne Minisaer Dr Mahadlir has

home,it
~
sents theK' 1xead and
butter. Having toiled
on the land
fc:r
years, they have
deveklped a spiritual
affinity (X" noble
atlachment to the fertile
soil. No amount of
money
can
compensate f<r the
flmlei'S' gut-wrenching pain of witnessing
bulldozers flatteliing
everything they hold
dear.
.
• The agricultural value
of the land may be low.
But, if the
Kerpan
flmlei'S are allOwed to
convert the land to industrial use, the value
of the land will be much higher.
They would then surely receive a
more attractive compensation
than what the tiger prawn project
is offering. Everyone knows that
land is getting scarce and the
mat:et value of land is rising by
the day. Why should the fanners
be foo:ed to seD their land now?

LMdownera Action Committee awii"'Mft Zllklria
AINMd: "Rfty per cent ot ... a.ndowners
OJIIIOMd h ... phMe while ninety per cent
OJIIIOMd h eeoond ph8ee."

tried to justify the project by arguing
that 90 per cent of the landowners
suppcxted the project. This contradicts a saatement by Kerpan Landowners Action Conunitt.ee Chairman
Zakaria Ahmad who said, "Fifty per
cent of the landowners owosed the
first pha<ie while ninety pel' cent ~
posed the second phase." (New
Straits Tunes, 17 Jamay 1995). So,
who is tdling the lruth?
AIXan opposes the tiger prawn
project f<r the following reasons:
• Even though the Jice..fanners will
be offeml shares in the new
company and cash as compensation, they will lose control over
the land and the decision making
pocess. Where peviously they
were independent and self reliant,
dethey wiD now become
pendent on a priva&e company
and the stale f<r their livdihood.
They would have lolt their land
dmugh no fault of their own.
•

The farmers are unhappy~ the
cornpensaaioo oft'md The
Prime Minister ques that
agricu&ual land bas very low
"market" value. This is missing
the point. The fanners have tilled
the land fc:r generations. It is their

• 'J1te fanners of

plates everyday. Rice iJ the staple
food of Malaysians, rich (X" po<r,
unlike tiger prawns which only
the wealthy can affool.
• At one time. Malaysia produced
the bulk of the rice it required. In
recent years, a much larger proportion of the rice we need bas to be
impcxted. We are no longer self-sufficient in rice. What good is it having
plenty of tiger prawns when we can't
even produce enough rice f<r our
daily needs? By relying on rice imports, we are foo:ed to depend on
other exporter COWltries. A time wiD
come when these expMt:r COWltries
may not have enough rice to export
to Malaysia. Then what do we do?
We may be fully industrialised, but
we'll not have enough rice to eat! In
a sense, Kerpan in Kedah, the rice
bowl of Malaysia symbolises the
looming threat posed by the
diminishing rice-fields of Malaysia.
In view of aU these serious considerations, Aliran calls on the
authority to release the fanners immediately and scrap the tiger prawn
project.

E:r«ldive Commillet
19 January 1995

Kerpan are

responsible f<r the rice on our

ANNOUNCEMENT
• Erratum
The paragraph appeaing below subtitle A WUD SILENCE oo
page 3of AM 1994: 14(10)(which featured the lead stay-READING
BETWEEN THE UNES) should read:
"In fa:t, the silence maintained over the Rahim scandal made the
gravity of the issue even mcxe glaring than if it had been allowed to be
AI for llw ,.., ia acting Chainnll1 Nazri handled
the issue, one can only conclude that the num is only JOOd enough as
• interim chief.•
We regret that the wmls in italics were inadvatendy OIRiaDI.
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INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Aid for Arms
- Harriet Lamb
The British government is
on the defensive over a
multi-million dollar
aid-for-arrm deal with
Malaysia. Campaigners
argue that this is only one
piece of a much bigger
jigsaw.

ampaigners have launched
an unpecedented legal challenge to the British government over its multi-million aid
package fcr a Malaysian dam. The
Pergau dam is at the centre of a scandal over secretive high-level links
between aid and a US$1.5 billion
anns deal. A scandal that reveals
damning evidence of the abuse of aid
and the linking of aid and anns
wcrldwide.
In a case to come bebe the High
Court in London this November, the
World Develqxnent Movement
(WDM) - a British campaign group
on developemnt issues - will argue
that the government acted outside
the law in spending US$360 million
of British aid oo the Pergau hydroelectric dam. Under the 1980 Overseas Development and Co-operation
Act, the primary purpose of aid must
be the economic development of a
COW'Itty cr the welfare Of its people.
The government has justified funding the dam oo any nwnber of
grounds - except Malaysia's
development cr welfare.
H successful, WDM would win
back the US$360 million fcr the aid
budget- to be spent where it belongs,

C

helping poor people in developing
countries. The case also sends the
strongest message that the government cannot get away with such a
flagrant abuse of power.
Fcr years the government had
misled Parliament and the public,
denying aid was used as a sweetener
in the anns deal. But the questions
would not go away. Why was a
recool amount of scarce aid being
pwnped into relatively rich Malaysia
to build Pergau? Why was Britain's
largest ever aid project assessed by
two men in just two days - scarcely
enough time to reach the dam site?
And certainly not enough time to
assess the dam's environmental impact about which concerns have
been raised. This was clearly more
than just another bad aid project
It took a fonner top offacial at the
aid department, Sir Tim Lankester,
to uncover the stcry. Earlier this year
he revealed that he had refused to
sign the cheque. The dam was, he
considered. "a vecy bad buy" that
would actually cost Malaysian emsomers over US$150 million.
Studies, including by the Wodd
Bank and the Malaysian Power Ccrpoollion, were recommending that
Malaysia concentrate instead on gasfued power stations.
Sir Tim Lankester went further.
The project was, he said. "an abuse
of the aid programme". But he was
oveJTUled · by Fcreign Secretary
Douglas Hurd and Prime Minister,
John Map. They have justified their
decision on the basis of "wider cmsiderations",
citing
Britain's
diplomatic interests and the jobs at
stake fcr the British finns building
the dam. As overseas aid ministfz

Lady Chalker admitted, these wider
cmsiderations included the "hope of
arms sales".
Finally it was revealed that in
1988 the British and Malaysian
governments had signed an agreement which promised aid wcrth 20%
of the anns deal. Although Britain
subsequently moved to de-link the
two, no-one doubts that the aid and
anns remained entangled.
The use of aid to sweeten an anns
deal breaks internationally accepted
guidelines and the government's
stated priOOties of giving aid to the
poorest countries. The British public
have been rightly outraged that
Malaysia now gets three times more
aid per person than Ethiopia - where
people face yet another famine. Indeed the money squandered on Pergao would alm~t meet the UN' s
target for the Rwandan refugee
crisis.
The impcxtance ofWDM's legal
challenge is underlined by evidence
that the Malaysian case is mly one
piece of a much bigger jigsaw. Over
the past 10 years, aid to countries that
do not buy British anns has fallen by
aima;t 12%. Yet countries that buy
British weapons have been rewarded
with average aid increases of almost
20%. Often as in Indonesia.
Thailand and bdan, aid rises and
falls in line with the fortunes of arms
negotiations.
So aid in Tanzania, the wodd' s
second J)O(l'eSt country but not a
maja" buyer of British arms. has
stagnated Yet aid has doubled fcr
oil-rich Oman which is actually
richer than Portugal, an aid OOnor!
Oman is, however, the third largest
buyer of British weapons.

ranged Counter trade terms nodded
through. Aid was just one more bargaining chip to pull out of the ministerial briefcase when the bargaining
got tough.
But global campaigns to stop
such abuse of aid are also being
stepped-up. This year the UNDP
threw its weight behind calls for
tough new controls over arms sales.
"A large part of the
blame for the trading
in death rests with the
industrialised
Countries who, while
giving aid in the
order of US$60 billion a year, earn in
compensation
US$125 billion from
military expenditure
in the developing
world,"
says
UNDP's new head
James Speth.
Throwing down
the gauntlet to world
leaders attending the
UN Social Summit in
Copenhagen
next
year, the UNDP calls
for an end to all
military assistance
within three years,
and for aid to be
"For years the government had misled directly linked to
Parliament and the public, denying aid meeting basic needs.
They propose that
was used as a sweetener In the arms
20% of developing
deel. But the questions would not go
country budgets and
away. Why was a record amount of
20% of industrial

Or take Indonesia. It is not one of
the world's pooo:st countries, and it
certainly does not boast the good
govenunent record which is another
stated priocity of British aid. Since
invading East Tunor in the midSeventies, it is alleged that Indonesia
has killed 200,<XX> people or a third
of its population. Yet Britain has
massively increased its aid and anns
sales to Indonesia.
The government is rebuffing
these allegations just as for years
they brushed off
questions raised
about Pergau. But
of course Britain is
not a lone offender.
For all Northern
nat~s·
highminded rhetoric
about aid helping
the
poor and
promoting
democracy ,
security interests
has always called
the tune. A quarter
of US aid is
military assistance,

and a quarter of its
aid budget goes to
just two countries -

after the Gulf War, European Union
aid to Egypt, an ally, was boosted by
nearly 400%. Even at the height of
its famine, Ethiopia received less
European food aid than well-fed
Egypt.
And the pressures to link: aid and
arms are increasing. Western anns
·manufacturers, with declining horne
markets after the end of the Cold

Israel and Egypt.
Sometimes the
interests of security
and
commerce
coincide nicely.
The United Nations Development scarce aid being pumped into relatively country aid is alk;
Programme
~to!::
(UNDP)
has rich Malaysia to build Pergau?
doled out to favowite
shown that poor
clients, aid would
countries with big
War, are now targeting the South.
anns budgets get twice as much aid
Often it is the fmancial terms; as
go where need was
per person as ~ spending less on
much as the equipment's capability,
anns. So El Salvador gets five times
which hold the key to such deals.
Harriet Lamb worlcsfor the
m<Xe aid than Bangladesh even
The British govenunent pulled
World Development Movement,
though Bangladesh has 24 times as
out all the stops to clinch the US$1.5
London.
many people and is five times
billion anns deal with Malaysia.
pcxxer.
Extra trade credits were offered.
SOURCE: Panascope I No 41 I
Or again, if aid is there to help the
Landing rights at London's
October 1994
poorest, you would expect Egypt to
Heathrow Airport were swiftly arreceive a small slice of the cake. But
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UNIVERSAL SPIRITUAL VALUES

The Mission of Business
by Dr. George Carey

I

n Britain, we have suffered from a destructive polarization between those who are interested in wealth creation
and t~ose interested in wealth distribution; between those
who espouse success and those who espouse the good society.
This bas hampered our ability as a society to think and puU
together.

''Wealth Is part of
God's plan...
A business which
falls to treat Its
workforce as
respected human
beings will not
secure their best
efforts and sustain
morale"

Hence th~ who may call attenment When we are commanded to
tion to continuing inequalities and
love our neighbours • Otu'Selves,
suffezing in our society, as I am wont
that implies that we should not disto do from time to time, are still
regard ourselves but make sure that
automatically suspected in some
in loving ourselves we fully love
other people too.
quarters of being opposed to business and wealth creation; while
The other drive is the responthose who promote the need for
sibility to love and serve our fellow
dynamic and competitive entelprise
human beings.
are automatically suspected in other
As the commandment implies,
quarters of a disregard for the interthese two drives are. not in fundamental conflict, although they can
ests of the poor and needy; and even
be in tension. After all, without
of selfishness and greed.
God created human beings with · wealth creation, there will be no
wea!th to spend. We cannot solve the
distinctive skills. powers of memory
problems of poverty, under-educaand ingenuity. Our ability to apply
those skills to natural resources, to
tion, sickness, hunger 81M:f unemployment without harnessing all
create things of use to ourselves and
others, is God-given, part of his creathe ingenuity, enterprise and skills of
tion.
which businesses are capable.
Moreover, it is inherent in the
Buill on sand ·
conunandrnent to love our ·neighIt is also important to remember
bour as ourselves that we use OW'
that businesses are essentially social
skills to fashion from the world's
entities. They are about working
resowces new products which bring
with other people for other people.
comfort, p-otection and delight to
A business which is not run on
our fellow human beings. Wealth
decent ethical lines will in the long
creation can be abused in countless
run forfeit the bUst and respect of the
ways but in itself it is a wooderful
society in which it opt23tes, and is
gift of God and part of his plan for
built
on sand.
us.
A
business which fails to treat its
The m~ion of business needs to
workforce
• respected human
hold two impOOant drives in healthy
beings
will
not
ICCift their best efbalance.
.
forts
and
susaain
morale.
FU'St, it must recognize the
I
have
emphasized
dut wQidl
reality of self-interest as a motivatcreatioo is part of God. 8 plan. But
ing influence on effort and achieve-

"Business should
have an eye on the
Implications of our
own prosperity for
the weakest people
and countries"

··we cannot pursue a
concern with the
salvation of human
beings as If the rest
of creation, and the
effects of what
people do on the
rest of God's
creation, were of no
Interest or account"

God's plan is not limited to wealth
creation. It must !lelVe something
bigger and not become a god in itself.
From a Christian point of view,
at least three constraints need to be
in place.
1. We need to be aware of the
moral dangers of unbridled conswnerism.
The Church needs to keep asking, 'What concept of human nature is implicit in the consumer
society?'
For a .v~ of the individwal
who is never satisfied with what he
or she presently has is at loggerheads
with the Christian philosophy so
splendidly stated by St Paul: 'I have
learned in whatsoever state I am to
be content'
The former postulates that happiness and the good life is achieved
through consumption; the latter that
JQSCSSions c·ome a poor second
after our relationship with God and
our relationships with each other.
The kind of consumerism which
forgets what really matters in life
must be challenged.
2. The mission of business must
consider the interests of the developing world as well as that of the industrialized nations.
At the end of the 1980s, 23 per
cent of the world's population lived
in absolute poverty'. And in a normal
year during the 1980s 14 million
children died under the age of five.
It is always the weakest people and
the weakest countries who go to the
wall.

Opportunities
Business should have an eye on
implications of our own
~ity f<X" the weakest people
and countries. Our aim must be to
ensure that the oppmunities and
benefits of wealth creation are increasingly accessible to evecy
human being born on this earth, not
just to those who were clever enough
to choose to be born in an advanced
economy.
the

3. The mission of business must
not ignore the environmental and
ecological implications of wealth
creabon.
On our finite planet, we cannot
afford to leave out the environment
Christians, whilst acknowledging
the role of human beings as God's
co-creators, reverence the creation
itself.
We cannot pursue a concern with
the salvation of human beingli as if
the rest of creation, and the effects of
what people do on the rest of God's
creation, were of no interest or accountThe affmnation of wealth
creation and the environmental imperative of self-discipline and sustainability grow together out of our
adoration of our Creator and his
handiwork.
I sense a widespread recognition
that a healthy and prosperoUs society
requires fmn moral foundations.
Otherwise, individualism and shopping around for happiness can bring
confusion, incoherence and pain.
If the desires and motivations
which drive the market economy,
and may be encouraged by it, are
de-coupled from a framework of
moral goals, they can soon become
demonic and desO'uctive.
We need the ~ models of
pominent Christian business people
who show through their whole lives
that they are committed to !lelVing
their fellow human beings, and that
they understand as well as anyone
else that the most precious things in
life cannot be bought and sold in any
market.
The true mission business, from
a Christian perspective, is holistic,
moral and of service to the community.

This article is adapted from an
address given by the Archbishop
of Canterbury to the Christian
Association of Business Executive
in June.
SOURCE: For A Change I
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A DAY IN PARLIAMENT

SHARE ALLOCATIONS
Datuk Seri Rafidah Aziz enlightens Parliament
QUESTION

Y.

Tuan Wee !l100 Koong- the Mmister of International Trade and Industry to state:-

• what are the conditions laid down by her Ministry f~
special share allocations made by public companies
to bumiputras7 Please provide full details of these
conditions;
• on what basis did the Minister or her Ministry allocate
1.5 million shares in Leader Universal Holdings to
her son-in-law, En. Fazrin Azwar, and were there
other shares besides those in Leader Universal Holdings Bhd which were allocated to En Fazrin Azwaf?
Please give the exact nwnber of shares, their respective prices and the date of each allocation; and
• since 1992, who are the individuals allocated special
bwniputta shares in Telelrom Bhd, Tenaga Nasional
Bhd, Leader. Universal Holdings Bhd, MBf Capital
Bhd, MBf Holdings Bhd, Berjaya South Island Bhd,
Hong Leong Credit Bhd, Hong Leong Bank Bhd,
Lien Hoe Bhd, FIJ'St Allied Corporation Bhd, Kanzen
Bhd and Utusan Melayu Bhd7 Please give the names
of the individuals, the total shares which were allocated in each public company listed above and the
date of allocation.

REPLY
MrSpeaker,
I wish to answer this queStin together with the question put f~ by YB Tuan Haji Sukri bin Haji Mohamad,
YB Tuan Urn Kit Siang on 8 November 1994 and YB
Tuan Itnhim binPa&dl MohalnedOft 14 December 1994,
because these questions are related.
.
m the infoonation of the Honourable Members,
special bumiputta share allocations which have been
made the responsibility of the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry only covers shares which have been
issued by manufactwing companies licensed under the
lndusUial Coordination Act 197S and also non-manufacturing companies, but does not include insurance companies, banks and government companies which have
been privatised - the allocations f~ these are made by
the Ministry of Finance. The powec to allocate special
bumiputra shares is vested absolutely in the Minister and

the Minister can make the decision by himself. Nevertheless, since becoming Minister of International Trade
and Industry, I have never used this power. On the
contrary, in canying out the allocations, a Committee was
established administratively to assist me in making
decisions based on guidelines which have been f~u

lated.
Under the guide~ used by this Ministry, special
bwniputta shares are allocated to bumiputta parties as
follows:• institutional investors that is Permodalan Nasional
Berhad (PNB), Lembaga Tabung Angkatan Tentera
(LTAn. Lembaga Urusan dan Tabung Haji (LUTH),
Koperasi Polis Di Raja (M) Berhad, Investment
Funds (Yayasan~YayasanPelaburan) and Unit Trusts
(Amanah-Amanah Saham) at the state level;
• existing bwniputta shareholders of the company
which is offering the shares or of its subsidiaries; and
• the directors of the company which is offering the
shares.
Besides that, the Ministry can, from time to time, give,
and has given, consideration to bumiputta parties
proposed (diperalrukan) by the companies which are
offering shares. These companies usually suggest
bwniputta parties who have contributed towards the
companies concerned ~ who have close business connections with their companies. This is the case with the
share offers of Leader Universal Holdings Bhd, First
Allied Corporation Berhad (FACB), AP Land Berhad,
Industronics Bhd, PROPEL, Consolidated Farm Bhd and
Malakoff Bemad.
MrSpeaker,
I wish to clarify that in considering applications to
obtain special bwniputta share allocations, whether a
person is related or the status of the individuals concerned
is not the basis of elgibility to obtain shares neither will
it affect the individual's eligibility to be allocated shares.
In this connection, En Fazrin Azwar was allocated l.S
million shares in Leader Universal Holdings Bhd based
on the proposal of the company itself. When the application was being considered by the Committee, it was
declared and noted in the Minutes of the Committee
Meeting that he was related to me.
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Other bumiputra individuals who were allocated
shares in Leader Universal Holdings are as follows:

No of shares
(units)
1,500,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
1,500,000

Wan Ismail Wan Nik:
Marzuki Datuk Ibrahim
Mirzan Mahathir
Mohd Harith Mohd Shariff
Adnan Datuk Shuaib

For the infonnation of this House, other shares which
were allocated to En Fazrin Azwar are 4,173,910 units in
First Allied Corporation Berhad (FACB) based on the
proposal of the company itself. Special shares were allocated based on the offer price ofRMl.OO per share. Other
individual burniputra investors who were allocated
shares in FACB are as follows:

No of shares
Megat Fairouz Junaidi bin Megat Joned
Nik: Kamaruddin b Ismail
Ainuddin Tun Abdul Hamid
Faridah Abu Hassan
Aznan bJaya
Ahmad Sabri @ Ahmad Khordzai Hj Din
Abdul Razak b Ismail
AhmadbMohd
Dato' Mohd Adnan b Dato' Hj Shuib

(units)
14,804,365
13,760,875
5,217,390
4,173,910
4,173,910
4,173,910
4,173,910
4,173,910
4,173,910

allocated to PNB and LTAT, each receiving 5,000,000
units, and 10,000,000 units for Koperasi Polis. This Ministry also allocated 5,000 units to each of the 1,800
burniputra companies/cooperatives registered with the
Ministry.
MrSpeaker,
With regard to the list of companies which had offered shares since 1992, I wish to infonn that the share
allocations ofTelekom Berhad, Tenaga Nasional berhad,
MBf Capital Berhad, MBf Holdings Bhd, Hong Leong
Credit Berhad and Hong Leong Bank Berhad were carried out by the Ministry of Finance.
As for the share allocation of Lien Hoe Berhad,
bumiputra individuals who were allocated shares are as
follows:-

No of shares
Noor Asiah Dato' Mahmood
DYTM Tengku Mizan Zainal Abidin
lbni Sultan Mahmud AI- Mukhiafi
Billah Shah

200,000

Utusan Melayu Berhad did not make any special
bumiputra share issue because the company is
burniputra-owned and has fulfilled the listing conditions
required by the KLSE. K.anzen Berhad, which was previously known as Dreamland Holdings Bhd, offered its
shares to bumiputras during its floatation in 1987. The
company did not make any special share offer after 1992
which required the approval of this Ministry. •

Besides these individuals, FACB shares were also

Message from an old Red Indian chief
Only after the
Only after the
Only after the
Only then will

(units)
21,400,000

last tree has been cut down
last river has been poisoned
last fish has been caught
you find that money cannot be eaten.
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Dr M: lie eon recelwcl1.111111111on ...._
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NOelved 1.lllllllon ........

• Why are shares allocated to
well-off relatives of leaders of
government?

R811Uh: tweon-ln-law
.......,... • totel ol1.7
lllllllon ........ In 2

• If the whole scheme was Introduced to help underprivileged
bumiputras, why has It turned
out that it benefits the rich
bumiputra more?

• There Is no reason why rich
bumlputras should become
richer from schemes meant to
help poor bumlputra
tt..nldO..:IIeeon
NOelved l.llllllllon ......

Full story on page 38
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